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Be Prepared For Any Situation With The Right Tool From Darley

Parallel claw opening for gas valve shutoffs, 4
locks and hasps
Machine sharpened claws and recessed 4
nail puller

D. The Biel Tool

The Hooligan Tool is one of the world’s most popular entry tools. These heavy-duty
tools were designed to pound, puncture, pry, twist and cut all types of barriers encountered
by emergency service personnel. Ship. wt. 8 lbs.

METAL CUTTING CLAW
AK176           30" Hooligan Tool
AK177           36" Hooligan Tool
AK178           42" Hooligan Tool
AF350           Mounting Bracket

   Standard Claw with Electroless Nickel Finish
B. Lightweight Aluminum Hooligan Tool

The Pry Axe® has been the best-selling tool for over 40 years and is used by departments
worldwide. It’s a lightweight, multi-purpose, slam and ram tool designed to pry, twist,
chop, cut metal, twist off locks or latches and much more. This efficient tool allows
forcible entry by a single person when time is critical. Pry Axe® heads are forged 
from alloy steel and heat-treated for maximum strength. The claws are stainless steel
investment castings that are heat-treated and electro-polished. Solid steel shaft extends
the axe to 25" and rubber sleeve provides a sure grip. Ship. wt. 8 lbs.

C. Multi-Purpose Pry Axe®

Z117             Pry Axe® with Metal Cutting Claw (18.33" Closed, 25.1" Open)
Z118              Pry Axe® with Standard Claw (18.33" Closed, 25.1" Open)
Z119              Pry Axe® with Both Claws
Z123              Sheath for Pry Axe®

AF350           Mounting Bracket

W509             Biel Tool
W509A          Sheath

STANDARD CLAW
R631              30" Hooligan Tool
T982              36" Hooligan Tool
T983              42" Hooligan Tool
AF350           Mounting Bracket

These heavy-duty tools were designed to pound, puncture, pry, twist, and cut most
obstacles you may encounter. Features your choice of standard or metal cutting claw,
machine-grooved non-slip grips. Duckbill has long, smooth incline to force windows
and interiors doors. Pike is long, sharp, tapered and gently curved to fit a lock or latch.
Electroless Nickel finish. Ship. wt. 13 lbs.

A. Hooligan Tool

The new Biel Tool is now one piece made out of heat treated, elctro-polished stainless
steel with an extremely durable ergonomically rubber molded handle. The new Biel
Tool incorporates many of the features found in the world famous Pry Axe®, but is much
smaller and light enough to wear on a belt or carry in the pocket of a bunker coat. 
This is a perfect personal size multi-purpose forcible entry and rescue tool; designed for
forcing door and windows, prying and twisting hasps and locks, light overhauling, nail
removal, gas shutoff, metal cutting and chopping. Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

Machined grooved 4
non-slip grips

Pike4
Recessed blade 4
Axe blade4
Molded grip4

Spanner wrench4
Extended shaft4
Claw shaft 4
Shaft release4

Standard claw 4
with gas shutoff
Metal cutting claw 4
with nail puller

AZ391 24" Lightweight Aluminum Hooligan Tool
AZ392 30" Lightweight Aluminum Hooligan Tool

Metal Cutting Claw 
with Nail Puller
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A unique tool for officers, nozzles and roof men. The chisel end is used as a prying tool
for cuttle hatches and roof doors. Features all-purpose head, aircraft steel shaft,
Celtex grip, 2 welded rings and heavy-duty carrying sling.

Mounting Brackets

A. Quic-Bar ® Forcible Entry Tool

M742             30" Single-Piece Forged Quic-Bar® with rings
BD082           24" 3-Piece Forged Quic-Bar 

The one-piece forged construction gives you maximum strength and power when 
you need it. The tapered pike is ideal for forcing padlocks or driving into material to
facilitate prying. Greater width and curvature on the wedge and draw ends provide
powerful leverage for prying operations. Pry and wedge ends are narrower than other
tools on the market for faster, easier penetration. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.  

E. Griff Hook

AR174 36" Griff Hook 

C. 30" Pro Bar

SPECIFY FINISH: Black or Silver
Z150              30" Pro-Bar  

M743 Mounting Bracket for Tools 30" or Larger
AJ458 Mounting Bracket for Tools 12" to 20"

A Halligan-type forcible entry tool. One-piece construction of aircraft alloy steel, drop
forged. The fork, adz and point are designed with the correct lengths, widths and
tapers to enable easy penetration and maximum leverage. Length: 30". Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

SPECIFY COLOR: Red, Yellow or Black

Exceeds the capabilities of similar tools with a federally approved hammerhead
design. Made of lightweight, heat-treated aircraft stainless steel. The tubular steel 
handle reduces the overall weight while enhancing leverage, control and balance. Full
lifetime guarantee.  Ship. wt. 3 lbs. 

AR330 30" Entry Tool Kit
AR331 36" Entry Tool Kit
AR332 42" Entry Tool Kit

B. Zak Entry Tool

D. Roof Hook
The Akron Roof Hook is designed to perform reliably through the toughest use and
abuse seen in today’s firefighting industry. It is designed with the highest grade 
materials for a long lasting, durable, and maintenance-free tool.
Hollow steel shaft and powder-coated finish for unparalleled 
corrosion resistance. 5-year warranty.

F. 6' All Purpose Hook
The most versatile hook used in the fire service today. Multitude of uses, such as open-
ing ceilings, walls, floors, moldings and casings to the rapid removal of wood, lath and
plaster, tin and sheet metal, plasterboard, fiberboard and sheetrock. Features specially
tapered hook-head point, two workable ends, super strength fiberglass pole, stainless
steel wear sleeve, choice of knob end, electrically non-conductive, and Celtex grips.

BL019 6' All Purpose Hook

BG537 17" Roof Hook with Ram Knob Foot For Gas Shutoff 
BG539 36" Roof Hook
BG540 48" Roof Hook
BK037 60" Roof Hook
BG541 72" Roof Hook
BG542 96" Roof Hook



AJ115            Emergency Fire Tool Set with 8 lb. Axe
BL534            Emergency Fire Tool Set with 6 lb. Axe
AJ114            Velcro® Marrying Strap Only

6 lb. or 8 lb. flathead axe4
30" halligan bar4
Velcro® marrying strap4

Emergency Fire Tool Set
Includes:

Hi-Viz 36" Flat Axe

Hi-Viz Lime 
Flat Axe

TopCut™ FireAxe
Finally. A FireAxe That Says “Goodbye” 
to the Old Wood Cutter’s Blade.

BG300           361/2" TopCut™ FireAxe

Fiberglass handle features solid core 4
construction
Shaped to cut from the top half of the 4
axe blade
Designed for work on the fire ground4
More efficient, less weight4
Heat-treated for strength and durability4
Contoured for weight distribution 4
and halligan tool (halligan tool 
not included)
36" contoured axe handle4
Does more work than an 4
8 lb. axe head
Patent pending4

Personal Fire Axe

BB162           Personal Fire Axe

Your choice of handles. Fiberglass
handle fire axes are stronger than
steel, lighter than aluminum and as
flexible as hickory. Fiberglass
handles won't splinter and will
not conduct electricity. The Pick-
Point Crucible Steel Axe Head is
epoxy-bonded to a cushion grip
fiberglass handle.  

OTHER WEIGHTS

DARLEY AXES, 6 LBS.

AW187         36" Pick-Point Axe, 8 lb., Fiberglass Handle
AW188         36" Flat-Head Axe, 8 lb., Fiberglass Handle
BK273           28" Pick-Point Axe, 23/4 lb., Hickory Handle

L957               36" Pick-Point Axe, Fiberglass Handle
370                 36" Pick-Point Axe, Hickory Handle
T225              36" Flat Head Axe, Fiberglass Handle
J745             36" Flat Head Axe, Hickory Handle
L958             Replacement Fiberglass Handle

Made in the USA4
Rugged and perfect for ventilation, forcible 4
entry or overhaul
Handle construction is solid Hi-Viz 4
pultruded fiberglass with non-slip grip
Yellow handle construction is a strong 4
pultruded fiberglass core with an injection 
molded jacket for added strength
Axe heads are bonded to the fiberglass 4
handle with strong two part epoxy
Axe heads are drop forged with 4
high carbon steel 

J745
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Buster Tool

Darley Fire Axes

Marrying 
Strap

R
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BK382           6 lb. 36" Flat Axe
BK383           8 lb. 36" Flat Axe
BK384           6 lb. 36" Pick Axe
BK385           8 lb. 36" Pick Axe

SPECIFY HANDLE COLOR: 
Hi-Viz Orange with Reflective 
Tape, Hi-Viz Lime with Reflective Tape, or Yellow

Designed for rugged use day after day4
Features an axe blade for cutting and busting4
Specially designed “H” section pike for 4
penetration
Ergonomically shaped, molded neoprene 4
rubber handle w/grip-enhancing surface
Positive grip prying claw with nail pulling 4
feature and claw locking lever for 2-position 
claw placement
“Slam & Ram” capability for quick and 4
decisive entry
Alloy 17-4 PH hardened stainless steel4

The personal safety tool for every firefighter. The
fire axe is easy-to-carry and easily accessible. A
fast-working fire tool in tight spots, where the
precision-balanced 1.5 lb. pick-head axe, and
14" curved hickory-handle permits easy swinging.
Pick-head axe features two heads; standard for
cutting and a heavy-duty pick for forcible entry.
Ship wt. 2 lbs.                 Length

Cat#         Description Closed/Open Weight
BD038     Buster Tool w/Compact Claw 151/2"/221/4" 5.3 lbs.
BD039     Buster Tool w/Standard Claw 171/4"/24" 5.7 lbs.
BH173     Buster Tool w/Metal Cutting Claw 171/4"/24" 5.7 lbs.

BD038 BH173



Recessed nail puller type claw, a thin 4
curved profile
Cable groove at rear end of tool head4
Electroless nickel plating4

Extended view with   T-N-T CLAW

BL413            T-N-T Irons

16" Officer’s Tool Kits

AC598
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AZ393           30" Hooligan SPF Tool

BB099           Firemaxx Tool

All-steel construction, welded and forged. The
two 16" Officer's Tool Kits below include a Kerry
key, Shove knife, Holder and Non-Slip Celtex grip.
Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

BD042           Shoring Hammer

Kerry key4
Shove knife4
Holder4
Non-slip 4
Celtex grip

AC597           Officer’s Tool Kit
AC598           Officer’s Tool Kit with Mini-Type 
                      Halligan Personal Tool

T-N-T Multi-Purpose 
Fire Tool

Hooligan SPF Tool
The Hooligan SPF is a single piece forged (SPF) tool
intended to exceed FDNY specifications for primary
hand held forcible entry tools. It is made from a single
piece, closed die forging for absolute consistent
lengths. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

Ventilate4
Pull ceilings4
Force entry4
Breach walls4
Cut holes4

4 tools in 1

AJ237 8.5 lb. Head, 40" Handle
AJ238 6.5 lb. Head, 40" Handle
AJ239 6.5 lb. Head, 35" Handle
AJ240 6.5 lb. Head, 30" Handle

Every firefighter has found himself at a scene with
the wrong tool or the need for multiple tools. The T-
N-T Tool is an axe, bar, double jacket and a pike
pole all in one. Head and pike ends are made from
high-carbon, heat-treated steel and the handle is
solid fiberglass. Ship. wt. 14 lbs.

Insulated steel handle to 20,000v.
15" long. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

Darley Standard & 
Serrated Crash Axes

J728               Serrated Crash Axe
J729               Standard Crash Axe
J72801           Leather Sheath

1.800.323.0244 | www.edarley.com/rescue

Patented T-N-T head w/removable 4
T-N-T CLAW stored in handle
Light enough to do many doors4
Compact heavy duty tool 4
Used to open doors in or out4
Use as a break and rake4
Can be extended for reach4
Ship. wt. 20 lbs.4

T-N-T Irons

Shoring Hammer
More Than Just A Hammer
Here is an essential tool for your rescue operations.
The new Shoring hammer from Paratech is simple,
unique and multi-functional. The shoring Hammer
head is square for easier corner access and has a
spanner wrench designed in. With three options
for nail pulling and two open slots for gas shut-off
valves, for 9/16" open-ended wrench on the claw
end, the Shoring Hammer is perfect for a variety of
rescue situations. Positive grip ridges are on both
sides of the handle. The Paratech Shoring Hammer
is cast from high-alloy steel with an electroless
nickel plate finish and weighs 3 lbs.

Firemaxx Tool
14 Tools in One

Storz latch opener4
Hood remover4
Axe4
Hammer4
Spanner wrench4
Gas shut-off4
Water shut-off4
Battery disconnect4

Rappelling ring4
Dry wall cutter4
Forcible entry4
Hinge remover4
Windshield cutter4
Pry bar4
Ship. wt. 10 lbs.4



AJ595 Nupole™ Roof Kit

NUPOLE™ ROOF KIT

AJ583
AJ584AJ589

AJ588
AJ587

AJ590 -
AJ592

The Nupole™  Fire Pole System is simple to use. It lets
you carry a lot of tools with less investment of equipment
space. Just connect the head you need to the handle,
add one or more extensions and you now have the 
tool of your choice to do the job. The heart of this 
system is an extremely tough and rigid, yet easy-to-use
connection, capable of carrying great loads. Features
overlapping aluminum aircraft connectors with quick-
release button. 

Fiberglass-Hollow 
or Wood Core

Cat# Length Weight
M722 6' 5 lbs.
M723 8' 6 lbs.
M724 10' 7 lbs.

Darley Pike Poles
White Ash Handle

P819             32" Closet Hook
T981             “D” Handle for Pike Pole

Ideal for opening halls, closets,
crawl spaces or upholstery.
Plastic core handle will not crack,
splinter, warp, rot or absorb
moisture. Malleable iron pike
and “D” handle are bonded 
in  epoxy.

Can be used on dry wall and other materials such as
wood, plaster, sheet metal, etc. Large 4" 
contact and honed point makes penetration and
removal easier. At the back of the blade is a 
flexible hook to be used in areas of limited space.
Large tooth area and head size makes prying easier plus the
combination rake/hose design makes this an exceptional over-
hauling tool. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

Developed to find hidden fire in deep-seated
smoldering fires normally found in dumps or
dumpsters. Our trash hook, with two large
six-inch pointed prongs, will grasp
debris in huge chunks. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.    

NUPOLE™ Quick Disconnect

AJ583            3' Pike Head
AJ584            3' Trash Hook Head
AJ585            3' Wall Hook Head
AJ587            3' Butt Grip End
AJ588            3' Steel “D” Grip End
AJ589            3' Aluminum “D” Grip End
AJ590            3' Extension
AJ591            4' Extension
AJ592            8' Extension

Fiberglass I-Beam
Trash Hook with “D” Handle

Dry-Wall Hook with “D” Handle

Closet Hook

BG233           4' Trash Hook with “D” Handle  
BG234           6' Trash Hook with “D” Handle 
BG235           8' Trash Hook with “D” Handle
BG236           10' Trash Hook with “D” Handle 
BG237           12' Trash Hook with “D” Handle 

KATools (Kwik Access Tool) are ideal when
searching for hidden fires, making smoke

inspection cuts, opening interior finishes,
cutting cables and wires, removing doors
and clearing windows. This patented,
multi-purpose tool is designed for push-

pull motions required in cutting and probing,
and the KATool will open sheetrock walls 
and ceilings. Additionally, it will work well on
plaster/lathe, wire/plaster, lathe and tongue
and groove. Sold with protective l   eather
sheath.

Kwik Access Tool

Cat#                       Pole Length Handle
BB059                   16" Blade/41" Fiberglass “D”
BB060                   16" Blade/72" Fiberglass Butt Grip
BB061                   16" Blade/72" Fiberglass “D”

Searching for hidden fires4
Smoke inspection cuts4
Opening interior finishes4
Cutting cables and wires4
Removing doors4
Clearing windows4

“D” Handle

“D” Handle

AJ585

Includes Pike Head, Ventilation Hook Head,
Steel “D” Grip and 4' Extension.

Cat#                         Length Weight
L952                             6' 7 lbs.
L953                             8' 9 lbs.
L954                             10' 11 lbs.
L955                             12' 13 lbs.
L956                             14' 15 lbs.
L985                           16' 17 lbs.

BG227           3' Dry Wall Hook with “D” Handle  
BG228           4' Dry Wall Hook with “D” Handle   
BG229           6' Dry Wall Hook with “D” Handle    
BG230           8' Dry Wall Hook with “D” Handle        
BG231           10' Dry Wall Hook with “D” Handle      
BG232           12' Dry Wall Hook with “D” Handle
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T979 Wood Core
T980 Hollow Core

SPECIFY LENGTH: 6', 8', 10', 12' or 14'



P807
P808

P809
P810

AW202

M754
M755

BK215

Spring Loaded 
Crow Bar
Bracket
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.
U327 Crow Bar Bracket, Chrome

U330P

    Pike Poles - I-Beam 

Pike Poles  - Elliptical 

AS251 3' I-Beam Pike Pole with D-Ring Handle
AS252 4' I-Beam Pike Pole with D-Ring Handle
AS254 6' I-Beam Pike Pole 
AS255 8' I-Beam Pike Pole 
AS256 9' I-Beam Pike Pole
AS257 10' I-Beam Pike Pole 
AS258 12' I-Beam Pike Pole

Pike Pole, Axe & Tool Brackets

P807 Tool Bracket, Bottom Mount,
Vinyl Covered, 3/4" to 1" OD

P808 Tool Bracket, Bottom Mount,
Vinyl Covered, 11/2" to 21/2" OD

P809 Tool Bracket, Side Mount,
Vinyl Covered, 3/4" to 1" OD

P810 Tool Bracket, Side Mount,
Vinyl Covered, 11/2" to 21/2" OD

U330P Pike Pole Handle Bracket, Side Mount, 11/2" OD
M754 Pike Pole Ring, Aluminum OD, 21/8" 
M755 Pike Pole Ring, Cast Brass OD, 21/8" 
AW202 Axe Blade Bracket, Zinc CP
BK215 Axe Handle Side Mount Bracket, Zinc CP

AS259 3' Elliptical Pike Pole with D-Ring Handle
AS260 4' Elliptical Pike Pole with D-Ring Handle
AS261 6' Elliptical Pike Pole Two Grips
AS262 8' Elliptical Pike Pole Two Grips
AS263 9' Elliptical Pike Pole Two Grips
AS264 10' Elliptical Pike Pole The Double Gripper
AS265 12' Elliptical Pike Pole The Double Gripper

D-Ring
Handle

USA 
Hook 

Standard

Rubbish
Hook

BK087           Pike Pole Mounting Bracket

Pike Pole Mounting Bracket
Cast aluminum dual pike pole holder assembly kit 4
(with rubber trim-lock)
Finish: ball-burnished    4

Dry
Wall
Hook

Standard Hook4
Dry Wall Hook4

Rubbish Hook4
Ship. wt. 5-22 lbs.4

Standard Hook4
Dry Wall Hook4

Rubbish Hook4
Ship. wt. 5-11 lbs.4
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C. All-Purpose Tool

B439             52" Painted Tool Steel
AA936         36" Painted Tool Steel 

E. Fire Department Crowbar

D. Pinch Bars
Made of 1" hexagon steel, one end forged with a square point, the other end straight
and with the shape of a chisel. Great for prying and other entry applications. The 4 ft.
Pinch Bar is just like R597 but the chisel shape end is offset instead of straight. 
Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

F. Compound Lever Bar

C757            Compound Lever Bar

Hexagon Steel 7/8" x 36" long. A handy tool to break open doors, jimmy windows, 
pry off hinges and locks, pull up flooring and much more. Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

D178             All-Purpose Tool

One of our best sellers. Used by thousands of departments because it makes the job
easy and safe. Made of hexagon steel, painted blue. Overall Size 5/8"x18".
Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

R596              36" Pinch Bar
R597              48" Pinch Bar
R598              54" Pinch Bar
R600               48" Offset Pinch Bar

Ship. wt. 9 lbs.

Get a handle on this multi-purpose rescue saw to cut through most anything such as
windshields, mobile homes, aircraft, ice, wood, sheet metal, etc. Features 10 two-sided,
cross-cutting teeth that cut on pull as well as push strokes. You’ll get positive control
from the rear “D” handle and celtex fireproof, covered upright front handle. Comes
with protective plastic point cover. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

B. Barracuda Rescue Saw

AK091           Barracuda Rescue Saw

A. Sledge Hammers

BH044 6 lb. Sledge Hammer 24" 
BH045 8 lb. Sledge Hammer 36" 
BK216 10 lb. Sledge Hammer 36" 

Durable, compact tool4
Hi-Viz lime or yellow handles4
Reflective striping to aid in low light4
Fiberglass handle4

Head is drop forged with 4
high carbon steel
Made in USA4

G. 48" Demolition Bar

BL020            48" Demolition Bar

The new Demolition Bar is a truly multi-purpose tool that can be used for anything
from roof ventilation and forcible entry to any kind of recovery work. The forks can
slide beneath shingles or flooring to be pried up using the leverage of its handle. The
Demolition Bar’s sharp edges puncture cleanly through drywall allowing you to locate
the studs to remove wall panels.

Bent handle for maximum leverage4
Ideal height for ripping up flooring 4
reducing firefighter fatigue

High visibility orange powder paint finish4
Non-slip grips 4
Weight: 9 lbs.4



BH098

BH148

26 ounces of valve-twisting, wire-cutting, life-saving power
in your pocket.

BH098 Linesman Cutter Rescue Tool
BH148 Cable Cutter Rescue Tool 
BH102 Closed Top Holster

ChannelLock 6 ‘N 1 Rescue Tool

BH102

Magnetic Case - Perfect to slap 4
on the side of a crashed vehicle
Heavy duty seat belt cutter4
Heavy duty spring window punch - 4
the SAFE way to pop glass
Heavy duty cable cutter4

Mini Crash Kit

BH012 The Mini Crash Kit

Heavy duty tongue & groove pliers4
EMS scissors4
Mini pry bar4
Water-resistant auto markers - perfect 4
for the triage of multiple vehicles

Introducing Stanley® FuBar® Forcible Entry Tools. At up to 30" in length and 9 lbs. in weight,
these extreme tools provide outstanding leverage and excellent grips for more destructive
demolition work.

8-in-1 tool4
Demolition head4
Gas shut-off feature4
Spanner wrench4
Pry bar for ripping4
Board jaw sized for 4
grabbing lumber
2nd tier board jaw fits square 4
hydrant nuts

Hydrant wrench4
Beveled nail slot4
One-piece forged steel4
Flame-resistant grips4
Carabiner holes4
Heat-treated & tempered 4
striking face
Hi-visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™4

Stanley® FuBar® Forcible Entry Tools

BG519 18" Stanley® FuBar® Forcible Entry Tool
BG520 30" Stanley® FuBar® Forcible Entry Tool

Hardened tool steel punch shatters safety glass4
Aggressive cross-hatch teeth twist & pull anything that gets 4
in your way
Laser heat-treated cutting edges cut wires and cables easily4
Pry-bar quickly pries open windows and doors4
Slot for shutting off standard gas safety valves4
Spanner wrench tightens and loosens up to 6"hose couplings4
Made in USA4

S.O.S.™ 3-In-1 Tool 
Revolutionary Tool That Breaks Through Concrete Block

Sledge hammer features machined 4
striking face
Solid, one-piece construction4

BK005           S.O.S.™ 3-In-1 Tool

Handle won’t break in an overstrike4
Lifetime warranty4

It’s the tool that can save your life. The Special Operations Survival Tool (S.O.S.) combines a pry
bar, a sledge hammer and a super-hard hook into one dynamic tool. The hook end actually
breaks through sold concrete block. Constructed of forged alloy steel, it’s been heat-treated
for extra strength and durability. Use it as a battering ram to get into a room for rescue 
or when you have to get out of a dangerous situation fast. The S.O.S.™ Tool is the first of 
its kind - a multi-use tool that’s as efficient as it is convenient. It gives you peace of mind in
dangerous situations by letting you get out of trouble fast. 100% Made in the U.S.A.
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F G

Soft Metal: 7/16"4
Medium Metal: 7/16"4
Hard Metal: 5/16"4

C

B

A

10" or 28" Cutter Capacity4
Cut cable or wire4

Heavy-duty4
Extended nose straps4
Extra heavy jaw bolts4

D

AW190

Jaw Opening 3/8"4
Non-Conductive4
Handle to 100,00 volts4

AW189

D. ElectraShield BoltMaster

AL234          24" General Purpose Center Cut Cutter

C. General Purpose Center Cut Cutters
All-purpose jaws with center-cut blades. Toggle joints turn 50 lbs. of hand
pressure into 4,000 lbs. cutting pressure to cut soft, medium and hard
metals. Lockplate keeps jaws from loosening and screw-type adjustment
realign edges. Strong, durable, lightweight fiberglass handles. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

T988         36" Heavy Duty Bolt Cutter
T987          36" Industrial Grade Bolt Cutter
J874         36" Industrial Grade Bolt Cutter 
                  with Fiberglass Handles

H962       42" Chain & Padlock Cutters

A. H.K. Porter Heavy-Duty Industrial
Extra-heavy jaw bolts and straps make these the most rugged around.
Center cut, round edge cutters up to Brinell 455, Rockwell C48 hardness.
Have nose straps for longer jaw life. Ship wt. 18 lbs.

    B. Fire Service Bolt Cutters

A premium, hardened steel bolt-cutter. Features an advanced polymer
handle that is non-conductive to 100,000 volts. Lightweight with
advanced camming action for tremendous cutting force. Replaceable
cutting teeth. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

AW189          28" Cable Cutter (11/4" Jaw Capacity)
AW190         10" Cable Cutter (7/8" Jaw Capacity)

E. Cable Cutters
Can be used as either cable or wire rope cutters and is available in two
sizes. The 28" model has Celtex grips for added comfort. The smaller
size can be used for battery terminals.

AM293         24" ElectraShield BoltMaster

Features patented Power Drive® dead blow technology which produces
40% more driving force. Dead blow assembly is completely encased
within a tough polypropylene outer jacket for lifetime durability. 
Non-marrying and surface-protective striking face with ergonomic grip
design. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

G. Dead Blow Hammer

AJ311            Connection Mallet, 2 lbs.

F. Connection Mallet
Unbreakable rubber mallet with a solid Celtex no-slip grip fiberglass 
handle, epoxy glued and pinned. Mallet will not break on overstrike
and will give a lifetime of use. Ship. wt. 2 lbs. 

BK241           14" Fire Service Bolt Cutters 
BK242          18" Fire Service Bolt Cutters
BK243          24" Fire Service Bolt Cutters
BK244         36" Fire Service Bolt Cutters
BK245           42" Fire Service Bolt Cutters

High-carbon machined steel jaws cut rods, bolts, bars & chains, etc.4
Tubular steel handles with angled grips allow maximum leverage4
Turn 50 lbs. of hand pressure into 4,000 lbs. of cutting pressure4
Drop-forged jaws with center-cut blades4
Lifetime warranty4

AM180           Strike-Pro Dead Blow Hammer
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AZ378

A

B

AZ380

D

Squeegee Push broom

DON’T MISS
Mounting brackets in
App. Equip. (p185-208)

The large, heavy-duty square blade is heat treated
and tempered to resist wear and breakage. Ideal 
for getting rid of fire debris, scooping gravel and
other course materials. Shovel blade measures
151/4"x193/4" with 27" handle. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

C. Firefighting Shovels

AB045           Aluminum Scoop Shovel

Round point shovels are hollow back with 81/2"x12"
blade. Square point shovels are also hollow back
with 91/2"x111/2" blades and rolled step. The fiber-
glass handles provide unsurpassed life, comfort and
safety. Heat treated and tempered blades resist wear
and breakage. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

AZ378           Round Point 48" Handle Shovel
AZ379           Round Point 27" D-Handle Shovel
AZ380           Square Point 48" Handle Shovel
AZ381           Square Point 27" D-Handle Shovel

BC029 Salvage Kit

The Collapsible Rescue Shovel has been the tool of choice for many first
responders. Its compact, lightweight design makes it easily transportable, yet
rugged enough to get the job done under extreme conditions. The blade is
engineered to be used as a shovel, axe, saw, hoe or piercing tool.
Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

B. Collapsible Rescue Shovel

Axe4 Saw4Piercing tool4

AK010           Collapsible Rescue Shovel

Shovel4 Hoe4

D. Aluminum Scoop Shovel

3' dry wall hook4
Squeegee4
Square nose shovel4
Push broom4
2 - 4' handles4
4' extension4

Includes:

The Salvage Kit featuring the Adapt-a-Pole™ is designed
to deliver a multi-purpose tool for use in every situation.
This tool allows for flexibility and versatility from the same
handle. To change tools or hooks, simply disengage the
Adapt-a-Pole™ locking mechanism, select and attach the
desired tool or hook for the job. Then it’s back to work.
There is no longer a need to carry several different tools
to accomplish the many tasks around the fire ground. The
Adapt-a-Pole™ provides the tool and hooks for all those
tasks in one simple yet effective tool. The Salvage Kit
Adapt-a-Pole™, a must have for every fire apparatus.

A. Salvage Kit
Featuring the Adapt-a-Pole™

Dry wall hook Handles &
Extension
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Hood release tool4
Quik-Kut glass removal tool4
Pyroshield rescue blanket4
Glass hammer4
MV plug pattie4
Battery cable cutter4
Pro hacksaw4

BA125           MV Fire/Rescue Crash Kit (Red)

MV Fire/Rescue Crash Kit
Spring window punch4
Valve stem tool4
91/2" tongue & 4
groove pliers
MX 4-in-1 screwdriver4
8" adjustable wrench4

Hand Tool Rescue Kit
The Hand Tool Rescue Kit you have always wanted to put
together but never did. Now you can pound, cut, pry,
saw, seal, loosen, tighten and dig with an assortment of
top-quality industrial-grade hand tools built to deliver
years of dependable service. Kit features Sandvik
“ergonomic” tools specially designed to reduce or end
work-related injuries. The kit also includes a heavy-duty
seat belt cutter, cable cutter with insulated handles for
working on live voltages up to 1,000 volts, military spec
tri-fold shovel and more. All tools carried in a black 
plastic case. Ship. wt. 40 lbs.

Carrying case

AR178           Hand Tool Rescue Kit

Complete Crash and Rescue Tool Kit 
All-purpose set of tools for use in crash and fire emergencies. Contains
everything needed to quickly and efficiently cut through metal, webbing,
wood, rope, and other obstructions. Ship. wt. 15 lbs.

Metal Cutting Saw - 16" blade4
Aircraft Cable Cutter - cuts 1/8" to 1/4" capacity and 14" long4
Lineman's Pliers - 8" long/extra strong4
Hack Saw Frame - adjusts from 8" to 12", faces 4 ways, and 4
adjusts 90˚ for vertical or horizontal cuts
3 Hack Saw Blades - hard toothed, silver steel for fast cutting4
Grappling Hook & Rope - 52" sling4
2 Phillips Head Screwdrivers - 6" and 8"4
2 Slotted Head Screwdrivers - 6" and 8"4
3 Wooden Plugs - plug fuel and control lines4
Vise Grip Wrench - 10" long4
Serrated Edge Hand Axe - 15" long with handle insulated for 20,000v4
Safety V Blade Rescue Knife4
Weather-resistant, mildew-resistant, rubber-coated nylon hi-vis 4
yellow carrying case

L471               Complete Crash and Rescue Tool Kit

Complete kit folds into an
easy-to-carry case

Mechanics 170 Piece Tool Set
Crescent® Quick-Release Ratchets

1/4", 3/8", 1/2" drive4
Chrome Vanadium4
Release button must be 4
engaged to remove socket

Extensions & Adapters
1/2"  drive 5" extension bar4
3/8" drive 3" and 6" extension bar4
3/8" female to 1/4" male adapter4
Chrome Vanadium4

Sockets
6 point SAE and Metric sockets 4
- 1/2" and 1/4" drive

12 point SAE and Metric sockets 4
- 3/8" drive

5/8" and 13/16" spark plug sockets4
Chrome Vanadium 4

Crescent® 8" Long Nose Pliers
Chrome Vanadium steel4
Non-slip cushioned handle grips4

BG118           Mechanics 170 Piece Tool Set

Carrying case

Crescent® Mechanic’s 
Combination Wrenches

Heat-treated4
Mirror polish finish in SAE 4
and Metric

Crescent® 10" Tongue 
& Groove Pliers

New rivet construction with 4
joint interlock

8" Adjustable Wrench
Chrome alloy steel4
1" jaw capacity4

Crescent® Magnetic Bit Driver
Chrome Vanadium steel4
Ergonomic cushion grip4

Crescent® Driver Bits & Holder
S2 tool steel for durability4
40 bits and 4 holders4

Crescent® Hex Keys
SAE and Metric4
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The Glas-Master is truly an extraordinary tool that is manually operated; no
electricity or hydraulics needed. No other tool cuts glass windshields faster
and more effectively, helping reduce rescue time significantly. Cuts on pull
stroke thereby pulling glass to the outside, away from the victim. It can also be
used on fiberglass, wood, plaster or even underwater rescue. What’s more,
the Glas-Master has its own storage of the spring-loaded center punch so it
won't get lost or misplaced when it is needed most. Ship. wt. 4 lbs. 

Removes Glass in Less Than a Minute
The Glas-Master

Duck Bill
Lock Breaker

AM184           Hinge Hook

Hinge Hook - Keep Almost Any Door Open

"V" Blade
Rescue Knife

AA680           Ram I Entry Tool
AE096           Ram II Entry Tool

W515      Duck Bill Lock Breaker

What would you do if you were trapped
in a rolled over vehicle, or in a car 
submerged in water? This ingenious
device is intended to be placed with your
car keys. It contains a spring-loaded
stainless steel pin that will break any
tempered glass window and a stainless
steel blade for cutting seatbelts. The
break-apart design allows the RES-Q-ME
to be quickly removed from its storage
location without removing the keys from
the ignition. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Res-Q-Me

AS656           Res-Q-Me

Fat Ivan® - The World’s 
Only Fold-Up Door Chock

Folds Up

Opens Quickly

Compact

Corrosion resistant, engineered 4
plastic and zinc plated steel
Made in the USA4
Safe, secure design, never slips off 4
hinge or comes out accidentally
Compact (4"x2"x1") and lightweight,4
weighing only 5 oz.
One-handed operation4
Also great for high rise 4
emergency packs
Will not tear fire gear4

BK360           Fat Ivan® Door Chock
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Two different models of RAM tool allow for
one or two-person operation. It is easy-to-
carry, easy-to-use and easy-to-stow.
Durable and long-lasting construction of
epoxy/ steel striking head reinforced
with fiberglass rods, safety grips of non-
slip, electrically nonconductive Celtex
with vinyl clad, high-tensile strength and
aircraft steel cable cores. RAM I (shown) is
designed for one-person emergency entry. 30" long and weighs 35 lbs. The kinetic energy
is greatly increased to 20,000 lbs. RAM II is designed as a two-person ram which may be
used by one strong person. This two-person Ram is 30" long. Ship wt . 45 lbs. 

Window punch 4
Front guard  4
Spike  4

Blade with cover 4
"T" handle 4

RAM Entry Tool Gets The Job Done 

AB885           Glas-Master
AB885A         Glas-Master Replacement Blade

Cuts through seat belts.
Precision made of high-
strength aluminum alloy. Tip
fitted with Dzus Key for opening aircraft
panels. Will cut 10,000 lb. strength 
webbing with one stroke. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

All steel tapered head. Designed
to be placed in the shackle of a
padlock and when hit with a
mallet or the back of an axe, it
easily spreads the shackle open.
Celtex insulated steel doweled
handle. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

One or two-
person operation

As any firefighter knows, closed doors can trap you in a room.
Traditional wedges have been used to keep doors open but these
can come loose and dislodge if the door is bumped. The Hinge Hook
is a simple, reusable, reliable device that can be inserted over the
hinge of almost any door to aide in preventing door closure. It’s
made of zinc- coated steel and is welded and bent to keep the door
open at a 75º angle or less. Light enough to carry on your turnout
gear, high rise packs and belts. A handy multipurpose accessory ring
can hold a handlight, flashing strobe, cyalume stick, etc. Ship. wt. 1 lb. 

L470         “V” Blade Rescue Knife          
L470X      Replacement Blade



DON’T MISS
More blankets 
on page 133

R
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Rapid Response Blanket
All-Purpose Tactical Rescue Tool

Safer - Patented, high-performance fabric resists fire and tear, 4
protecting you and your rescue victims against open flames, 
shattered glass and sharp objects
Easier - Kovenex® blankets are lightweight, yet durable, 4
engineered to smother fire or wrap around a rescue victim 
for protection against burn and flying debris
More Effective - Tested to NFPA standards, Kovenex’s heat 4
blocking capabilities prevent contact burns

BA137       Kovenex® Rapid Response Blanket
BG505       Kovenex® Rapid Response Blanket w/Heavy-Duty Bag

The Kovenex® Rapid Response Blanket is a high-performance,
flame and tear-resistant blanket used by extrication professionals
and fire rescue teams. Tested to NFPA standards, Kovenex® far
surpasses the performance of treated wool blankets, refusing to
burn or tear. It will provide you and your rescue victims the needed
protection against fire, intense heat and burn, shattered glass 
particles and sharp metal edges. Dimensions: 58"x73".

This sturdy vinyl High Rise Pack holds up to 150' of 13/4" double
jacket hose. Front storage pocket with Velcro® closure is great for
carrying valves, adapters or tools. Rubber grip carrying handles
and shoulder harness included. Reflective trim on two sides for
easy visibility. Dimensions: 33"Lx12"Wx12"H. Ship wt. 10 lbs. 

AZ484           All Hands High Rise Pack with Rigid Bottom
AZ485           All Hands High Rise Pack with Soft Bottom

SPECIFY COLOR: Red or Black

All Hands High Rise Pack

True North L-2 Lightspeed 
RIT Bag

Designed to hold all makes of masks and bottles4
Quick-Draw transfill hose pocket, top flashlight holder, 4
2 tool pockets
More 3M™ reflective tape for a 360º view4
Additional webbing and rivets to skid plate for4
maximum durability
Interior strap on the inside to better secures the cylinder4
Dimensions: 36"x13"x10"4
BH114: Optional rope bag stores up to 200' of line,4
Dimensions: 18"x8"x4"

BH113             True North L-2 Lightspeed RIT Bag
BH114             Rope Bag

93www.edarley.com/bags | 1.800.323.0244

Our exclusive ultra tough Iron-Cloth™ combined with the
Heat-Shield™ Nylon 6.6 skid plate makes the L-2 the
toughest bag on the market, top-to-bottom. The skid plate
allows the bag to glide over the roughest surfaces and making
it extremely wear resistant. Innovative access-hatch design
makes access to spare face piece and valve set quick and easy.
Side zipper expands to allow the addition of a rope bag or secure
the bag to webbing. Features a 60" shoulder strap. Ship wt. 6 lbs. 

Skid plate bottom

Innovative 
access-hatch
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Turtle Plastics Chocks, Wedges and Cribbing
Non-absorbent4
Virtually indestructible4
High-visibility yellow lanyards 4
for easy carrying and gripping

Lighter than wood4
Splinter free4
Available in black and yellow4

Made from 100% recycled plastic 4
(HOPE-high density polyethylene)
Oil, chemical, and bloodborne 4
pathogen resistant

AS272 11/2"x24" Square                                           

E. Bag Pad

D. Lincoln Logs

C. Stepped Wedges

AJ323 3"x81/2"L                                          
AJ324 6"x81/2"L

B. Standard Wedges

Saves critical set-up time, super stability on large trucks, 4
buses and SUVs.
Dimensions: 311/2"x11"(base)x5"(top)x22"H, 4
step is 5"Wx6"D

F. Standard Step Chocks

AS271   64 lbs.

AJ328 16 lbs.                                              

G. Giant Step Chocks

AS270 4"x4"x18"                                       
AZ513 6"x8"x24"                                       

A. Standard Cribs

AS526 2"x4"x12"                                       
AJ322 4"x4"x20"

For use on passenger cars. Built-in hand hold. 4
Lightweight, yet has very stable base dimensions.4
Dimensions: 243/4"x53/4"(base)x33/4"(top)x103/4"H, 4
step is 33/4"W

Stable Lincoln Log cribs interlock as they stack. 4
Three notches top and bottom allow for use as either 4
2-box or 3-box crib. Built-in handle design.

Thick pad centers air bag and prevents air bag punctures 4
from road debris.

Stepped top surface that slopes downward for extra 4
gripping power.   

Patterned surface with NEW 11° angle.4
Rope handle attached.4

Cleaner and safer than oil-soaked wood.4
Non-splitting and lighter than wood. Aggressive patterned,4
slip-resistant pyramid-locking surface. Use to build super stable
box crib. Each crib has rope handle.

AS525 2"x4"x18"                                       
AJ320 4"x4"x18"



SPECIFY COLOR: Black or Yellow
AM187          USAR Kit
AZ512           USAR Super Kit

AM187 Includes:

Quick Response Starter Crib Kit

2 - Step chocks4
2 - 3" wedges4
1"x9" square lock block4

Includes:

Ideal for rural police, chief’s vehicles, and small rescues.

SPECIFY COLOR: Black or Yellow
BE295           Quick Response Starter Crib Kit

Features:

 Turtle Plastics Cribbing Kits

24 - 4"x4"x18" Cribs4
24 - 2"x4"x18" Cribs4
12 - 2"x4"x12" Wedges4
12 - 4"x4"x20" Wedges4
4 - Step chocks4
2 - Medium step chocks4
2 - Giant step chocks4
24 - Lincoln logs4
2 - Bag pads4
2 - Shoring cribs4
8 - Super cribs4
Hose bridge set4
2 - Super wedges4
2 - Carrying bags/4
6 - Toters
Ship. wt. 1,490 lbs.4

24 - 4"x4"x18" Cribs4
24 - 2"x4"x18" Cribs4
12 - 2"x4"x12" Wedges4
12 - 4"x4"x20" Wedges4
Carrying bag/4
4 - Toters
Ship. wt. 400 lbs.4

AM187

Crib Kit D Includes:
Set of lock blocks4
3W wedge4
6W wedge4
2 - Shoring crib4
Giant step chock4
8 - 18" Lincoln logs4

Will never dry out4
Non-absorbent (all petro chemical and bodily fluids)4
Fast stabilization4

Free Bonus Package with
Purchase of a Crib Kit.

Cat# Description Ship. wt.
AS273 Crib Kit A 175 lbs.
AS274 Crib Kit B 525 lbs.
AS275 Crib Kit C 1,195 lbs.
AS276 Crib Kit D 2,225 lbs.

Description Kit A Kit B Kit C Kit D
2"x4"x18" Crib 6 12 24 48
2"x4"x12" Wedge 2 4 8 16
4"x4"x18" Crib 6 12 24 48
4"x4"x18" Lincoln Log 4 8 16 32
4"x4"x20" Wedge 2 4 8 16
3"Wx8.5"L Wedge 2 4 6 8
6"Wx8.5"L Wedge 2 4 6 8
1" Thick x 9" Sq. Lock Block 1 2 3 4
2" Thick x 9" Sq. Lock Block 1 2 3 4
3" Thick x 9" Sq. Lock Block 1 2 3 4
Step Chock 2 4 8 16
Medium Step Chock 2 4 8
Giant Step Chock 2 4
24"x24" Bag Pad Gray 2 4 8
Top Bag Pad 2 4 8

Urban Search & Rescue
Cribbing / Wedge Kit

Crib Kits
Crib Kit A Includes:

Set of lock blocks4
Crib Kit B Includes:

Set of lock blocks4
3W wedge4
6W wedge4
2 - 18" Lincoln logs4

Crib Kit C Includes:
Set of lock blocks4
3W wedge4
6W wedge4
2 - Shoring crib4
4 - 18" 4

Lincoln logs
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SPECIFY COLOR: Black or Yellow

2"x9" square lock block4
25"x15"x6" carrying bag4
Weight: 42 lbs.4

AZ512 Includes:



Guillotine Cutter

Spreading Force: 4
5,000 psi - 14,000 lbs. 
10,500 psi - 25,000 lbs. 
Opening Distances: 11"4
Gripping Arm Surface: 10"4
Weight: 28 lbs. 4
Dimensions: 27.5"x6.75"x7.75"4
Your choice of fluid type4
Limited lifetime warranty4

Power Units

Available as a complete system, or individual components can be ordered to be compatible 
with any existing rescue tool

   Rescue Ram

19"Lx12"Wx18"H4
Weight: 44 lbs.4

3.0 Honda Ultra Light

Champion™ Rescue Tools

All Champion Power Tools:
Fluid Type: Phosphate Ester, Mineral Oil or Ethylene Glycol4

Fluid Pressures: 5,000 or 10,500 compatible with any system.4
Safety Factor: 4 to 1 burst on all hydraulic components4

AW272 Monster Mini Spreader

The Honda engines are dependable and hardworking and can
operate the power unit at 5,000 psi or 10,500 psi all day long and
year after year. The 6.5 HP Honda SIMO Power Unit Four Cycle is
able to operate two tools simultaneously with an air cooled engine,
spark arresting muffler and recoil rope starter. 3.0 Honda Ultra
Light Power Unit allows two-tool hook-up but only single tool 
operation at a time.

Monster Mini Spreader

Max Cutting Force: 248,000 lbs. at 1/2" back from blade tip4
Type of Cutter: Guillotine4
Cutter Opening: 4.5"4
Cutter Weight: 30.5 lbs.4
Dimensions: 27.5"x6.3"x6.8"4
Limited lifetime warranty4

AW274       Rescue Ram 13"-19" for 5,000 psi 
BL223           Rescue Ram 13"-19" for 10,500 psi
AW275         Rescue Ram 21"-33" for 5,000 psi 
BL218           Rescue Ram 21"-33" for 10,500 psi 
BL216         Rescue Ram 21"-33" with Attached Valve for 5,000 psi
BL217           Rescue Ram-21"-33" with Attached Valve for 10,500 psi
AW276         Dual Remote Control Unit
AW277         Coupler (Connects Rams/Up to 52" Length)

AW278          6.5 Honda SIMO Power Unit
BG400           3.0 Honda Ultra Light  Power Unit
AW280           30' Thermal Plastic Twin Line Hose
Custom Hose Length Available

23.5"Lx17"Wx17.5"H4
Weight: 69 lbs.4

6.5 Honda SIMO Power Unit

AW273          Guillotine Cutter

AW278

21"-33" Rescue Ram
with Attached Valve

Force: 13,000 lbs. 4
Weight: 24 lbs.4
Closed Length: 21.0"4
Open Length: 33.0"4

21"-33" Rescue Ram
Force: 13,000 lbs. 4
Weight: 19.3 lbs.4
Closed Length: 21.0"4
Open Length: 33.0"4

13"-19" Rescue Ram
Force: 13,000 lbs. 4
Weight: 13.4 lbs.4
Closed Length: 13.0"4
Open Length: 19.0"4

Limited lifetime warranty4

BL216

Champion Rescue Tools Rams are the most unique style on the
market. They can be run as an interlocking set or independently.
When interlocked they provide up to 52" of spreading distance.
The stainless steel heads have an aggressive multi-tooth design
that digs into the surface being pushed and greatly reduces slip-
page commonly seen in other rams. Uses attached control valve or
remote controller for increased safety and visibility for the operator. 

SPECIFY: 5,000 or 10,500 psi

SPECIFY: 5,000 or 10,500 psi

For more product 
features, go to 

www.edarley.com/rescue

AW275
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The BEAST™ 
The BEAST™ is tested and proven to handle the most
demanding 5 star crash rated vehicles. Made in the USA.

Dash displacements, door removals or just skinning a vehicle quickly to
expose cutting points, The BEAST™ Spreader is the tool for the job.

Type of Tool: Scissor4
Opening: 10.75" Cutter with 3.5" Power Notch4
Outfitted with Champion’s patented laminated 4
cutting blades with internal safety restraints
Accessories Include: 1 full size USAR cutting head4

BD170           The BEAST™ Multi-Tool
BL201            The BEAST™ Cutter
BL202            The BEAST™ Spreader

Type of Tool: Scissor4
Opening: 10.75" Cutter with 3.5" Power Notch4
Outfitted with Champion’s patented laminated 4
cutting blades with internal safety restraints
Generates 35% more cutting force than any other 4
5000 psi tool in the market
Accessories Include: 1 full size USAR cutting head4

Type of Tool: Spreader4
Opening: 28.0" Spreader with 16.0" of parallel travel4
Accessories Include: 1 full size spreading head4

The SUPER BEAST 

Weight: 51.9 lbs.4
Dimensions: 28.0"x12.5"x8.0"4
Operating Pressure: 10,500 psi4
Compatible with most high pressure systems 4
Limited lifetime warranty4

BL203            The SUPER BEAST Cutter
BL204            The SUPER BEAST Spreader
BL205            The SUPER BEAST Multi-Tool 

As the world’s auto makers continue designing safer and stronger vehicles
each year, the 10,500 psi SUPER BEAST generates unmatched force to
handle these ever changing materials for years to come. With power like
this, there's no need to learn the technique of “the work around”. The
SUPER BEAST is tested and proven to handle the most demanding 5
star crash rated vehicles.

Features:

BL201:

Weight: 51.9 lbs.4
Dimensions: 28.0"x12.5"x8.0"4
Operating Pressure: 5,000 psi4
Compatible with any low pressure system4
Limited lifetime warranty4

BL202:

Cutter and Spreader in one tool, you can change4
from full size cutter to a powerful spreader in seconds 
by pulling three pins
Generates 35% more cutting force than any other 4
5,000 psi tool in the market
Outfitted with Champion’s patented laminated 4
cutting blades with internal safety restraints
Opening: 10.75" Cutter with 3.5" Power Notch; 4
28.0" spreader with 16.0" of parallel travel 
Accessories Include: 1 full size USAR cutting head and 4
1 full size spreading head for one low price

BD170:

Multi-Tool Cutter Spreader

Type of Tool Scissor Cutter & Spreader Scissor Cutter Spreader

Cutting Force 294,000 lbs. 294,000 lbs. -

Spreading Force 65,000 lbs. - 65,000 lbs.

Spreader

Features:

Multi-Tool Cutter Spreader

Type of Tool Scissor Cutter & Spreader Scissor Cutter Spreader

Cutting Force 500,000 lbs. 500,000 lbs -

Spreading Force 140,000 lbs. - 140,000 lbs.

BL203:

Cutter

Type of Tool: Spreader4
Opening: 28.0" Spreader with 16.0" of parallel travel4
Accessories Include: 1 full size spreading head4

BL204:

Type of Tool: Scissor Cutter and Spreader4
Opening: 10.75" Cutter with 3.5" Power Notch; 4
28.0" spreader with 16.0" of parallel travel
Accessories Include: 1 full size USAR cutting head and 4
1 full size spreading head for one low price

BL205:

Spreader Cutter

For additional information 
including kits, go to 

www.edarley.com/rescue
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When doing a dash roll-up, place the Ram Jammers against the B-posts on each side
of the vehicle. Then, instead of only getting one push with the medium hydraulic
rams, Ram Jammers give you a secure base to make a second and then a
third push for the “Maximum Dash Roll-Up.” This  will give you a large
amount of room in the front of the patient, making it easier to
apply spinal immobilization devices. They also absorb the force
of the rams to prevent fractures at the B-post. Ship. wt. 45 lbs.

Use the right tool for the right 
job and let the tool do the work

Darley Ram Jammers  
For Vehicle Extrication

Cat#               Description Weight
AC614           Complete Rescue Tool Kit 29 lbs.
AC621           Percussive Rescue Tool Only 14.2 lbs.

Provides secure base

AF349           Darley Ram Jammers/Set of 2

You'll feel the difference as soon as you hold it. This slam and ram tool exerts a striking force as
you’ve never seen. You’ll hear the solid “thud” as the slam bar strikes one of the six assorted tool
bits. The ram travels up to 13.6" for maximum impact. Whether you’re breaking a brick/block wall
or pounding through locks and latches, this tool makes you more efficient. With the slam and
ram feature, there is no deflection of pounding force. All of the energy is used to strike effective, 
penetrating blows by a single person. When hydraulic, electric and pneumatic power is gone or
unavailable, you’ll still be punching and pounding with this rescue tool.

Percussive Rescue Kit

Percussive tool bar4
Lockbreaker claw4
Metal cutting claw4
Bull point4
Chisel4
Wide chisel4
Carrying bag 4

Complete Kit Includes:

Forged, heat treated
interchangeable bits

Hard coated aluminum
alloy tool bit retainer 
and locking ring

Locked in 
outer position 
for greater 
leverage

“Slam & Ram” 
feature travels 
up to 13.6" for 
maximum impact

Collet Chuck 
locks the Ram Bar 
at any lengthHard coated aluminum

alloy tube body

Machined diamond grip 
to ensure a positive grip 
and maximum control

Handle with machine
grooved, non-slip grip

D

HYDRA-RAM Hydraulic Emergency Entry Tool
10,000 pounds of force is presented by 138 lbs.
of pumping to acquire 

3
/4" stroke to a maximum

thrust opening of 4 inches. The Hydra-Ram can
be placed in any position, even upside down,
without any effect on its operation; this is a first
in hydraulics. Because of its unique size, 13"
and only 12 lbs., it can be slung or carried on
your belt. The entire unit can be controlled by
one user alone, making it truly a one-person operation tool. No
hoses, tanks or pumps so there is no maintenance or leaking
fluid. Jaws are made of stainless steel with 220,000 psi tensile
strength. Special finger grips give a non-slip holding surface.
Ship. wt. 15 lbs.

AE097           HYDRA-RAM Hydraulic Emergency Entry Tool

A. HYDRA-RAM tool4
B. Cordura® carrying bag4
C. Mallet4
D. Carrying sling4

Includes:

A

CB

Closed

One-person
operation
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S878

AJ318

Easy Operating Kits Featuring Non-Turn Chisels

Complete Kit with everything necessary to hook up to an air tank and begin extrication work.

AJ318           Heavy-Duty Air Hammer Kit

S878             Standard Duty Air Hammer Kit

2-Kwik Cutter, 18" (turn type)4
Ripper chisel (turn type)4
15 ft. 1/4" Hose4
2-Kwik Cutter, 18" (non-turn)4
2-Panel Cutter (turn type)4
2-Kwik Cutter (turn type)4
Male connector (2)4
Male coupler4
Female coupler4

Hammer for .401-in. shank tools4
Retainer4
Regulator4
Moil Point (turn type)4
2-Double blade panel cutter (non-turn)4
2-Kwik Cutter (non-turn)4
Gauge guard4
Steel kit box4
4 oz. oil4

Hammer for .401-in. shank tools4
Retainer4
Regulator4
Moil point (turn type)4
15 ft. 1/4" Hose4
Steel kit box4
4 oz. oil4

2-double blade panel 4
2-Kwik Cutter (non-turn)4
2-Kwik Cutter, 18" (non-turn)4
2-1/4" male connector4
1/4" male coupler4
1/4" female coupler4
Gauge guard4

High-quality Air Hammer Rescue Kits have been designed
specifically for extrication and are field-proven not only for
emergency extrications but for all types of emergency cutting
such as: factory doors, casement windows, fire doors and
many other jobs. Release the trigger and the tool stops
instantly. Completely portable and compact enough to be
easily carried  in fire trucks and rescue vehicles. Operated off
fresh air tanks, compressors, nitrogen bottles, cascade 
systems or air brake outlets. Use with either 2216 or 4500 psi
air tanks. 

Air Hammer Rescue Kits

Features Heavy-Duty Hammer with longer piston stroke for more powerful cutting action.
Includes non-turn and turn-type chisels.

Heavy-Duty Kits

Standard Duty Kits

1600-1700 high impact blows per minute, 7 pound, pneumatic impact tool.
Combining ease of handling, very low air consumption and high power output. It is
an ideal tool for rescue work. Vehicle crash sites, metal clad buildings, aircraft 
penetration, exhaust ducts and composite structural material are typical barriers
often faced by rescue personnel. The Airgun, using one of several specially designed
tool bits, should be your tool of choice when faced by these situations. Ideal confined
space tool. Ship. wt. 31 lbs.

Airgun Kit Heavy Rescue Outfit
The PETROGEN® Heavy Rescue Outfit is
designed for extensive steel cutting in a heavy
rescue situation. The components were
assembled with the input of firefighters and
USAR members. Hundreds of fire departments
and USAR teams are using the PETROGEN®

system. Ship. wt. 45 lbs.

BA126           Heavy Rescue Outfit

Airgun, with inline oiler4
Pressure regulator, 4
5,500 - 300 psi
3/8" diameter, 32' hose4
10" curved metal 4
cutter bit
11" bullpoint bit4
11" chisel, 3/4" wide bit4
Operating and 4
instruction manual
Lubricating oil, 4 oz.4
Retainer service tool4
Hex key 7/32"4
Hex key 3/16"4
Plastic safety goggles4
Ballistic nylon carrying 4
case 23"x101/4"x13"

BB136           Airgun Kit

Steel box included in all kits
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Lifting Air Bag Sets - Control Packages Not Included

BL624

BC028           Telescoping Aluminum Support Kit 26"-48"
BL623            Telescoping Aluminum Support Kit 43"-102"
BL624            Telescoping Aluminum Support Kit, Combined BC028 & BL623

Telescoping Aluminum Support Systems
Designed primarily for stabilizing motor vehicles involved in crashes, the TASS is a
patented, 3-tiered telescoping aluminum support system. Like all Prospan product,
the TASS has been designed to be simple to use and incredibly strong.
Independent testing by the University of Illinois, shows the TASS to be one of the
strongest vehicle stabilization products in the world.

Telescoping aluminum 4
supports 26"- 48" span
Baseplate - 10" with detent pins4
Baseplate shoring adapters4
Vehicle adapters4
V-Grip attachments4
Conical-shaped attachments4
Ratchet straps - 20" with hook cluster4

Includes:

Maximum Force Where You Need It Most!

Individually Priced Air Bags

Maxiforce G2 Air Lifting Bags

Made of the highest quality neoprene and embedded with 4
3 layers of Aramid fiber reinforcement on each side
Each bag has been subjected to a stringent factory pressure test 4
Small, molded, raised dimples provide an interlocking surface for 4
stacking 2 lifting bags (no more than 2 bags may be stacked)
Recessed air inlet is threaded to receive a brass nipple4
The thinner the bag, the better! Maxiforce Air Lifting bags 4
range in thickness from 3/8" to 1"
Inflate from any air source4
Operating pressure 150 psi4
No corrosion and easy-to-repair4
Technical data molded into the bag and the 4
famous “X” marks the center of the load

Cat# Description                           Dimensions                           Capacity                          Height                       Weight
BG131 KPI-1                                   6" x 6" x 3/4"                           1.5 tons                           3" Lift                        1.2 lbs.
BG132 KPI-3                              6" x 12" x 3/4"                           3.5 tons                         3.5" Lift                       2.3 lbs.
BG133 KPI-5                             10" x 10" x 3/4"                         5.4 tons                         5.4" Lift                       3.1 lbs.
W163 KPI-12                            15" x 15" x 7/8"                         13.7 tons                         8.1" Lift                       8.8 lbs.
W164 KPI-17                            15" x 21" x 7/8"                          19 tons                           9" Lift                         12 lbs.
W165 KPI-22                            20" x 20" x 7/8"                         25.6 tons                       10.8" Lift                    15.9 lbs.
BH153 KPI-28                            20" x 26" x 7/8"                          34 tons                         11.8" Lift                    20.1 lbs.
W166 KPI-32                            24" x 24" x 7/8"                          38 tons                           13" Lift                       22 lbs.
W167 KPI-35L                           15" x 42" x 7/8"                         39.5 tons                        9.5" Lift                     24.5 lbs.
W168 KPI-44                            28" x 28" x 7/8"                         52.7 tons                       15.3" Lift                     30 lbs.
W169 KPI-74                             37" x 37" x 1"                         89.2 tons                         20" Lift                       58 lbs.

The Maxiforce Air Lifting bag is a thin, strong, molded envelope. It is made
from a neoprene-covered Aramid reinforcement and has the power to lift,
move or shift weights up to 80 tons. Of course there is more to a lifting
bag system than the bag itself. The control equipment and components
play a critical role in successful lifting bag use. Unlike other lifting bag systems,
Paratech manufactures all of its major control components. This assures the
quality of the lifting bag system from inflation to deflation.

Cat#              Description               Bag Quantity                                                                   Contents
AF387             Model 234                 7 Air Bag Set                                                         1 Each of Bags W163 - W169
AF388             Model 117                 8 Air Bag Set                                   1 Each of Bags W163 & W167, 2 Each of W164 - W166
BK412               Model 48                   3 Air Bag Set                                               1 Each of Bags W164, BH153 and W166
BG135              Model 92                   9 Air Bag Set                   1 Each of Bags BG131 - BG133, W163, W165, 2 Each of W164 and W166
BG136             Model 245                10 Air Bag Set                                      1 Each of Bags BG131 - BG133 and W163 - W169



These are lightweight, sturdy cylinders, ready
to use. Have an economical air supply on
hand. Made of strong, high density aluminum;
stand-up design allows more convenient 
vertical storage. They take the rough 
handling at an emergency scene without the
concern for costly fiber damage to your
SCBA cylinder. Best of all, they cost much
less than new high-pressure breathing air
cylinders. This means that your department
can economically maintain a high-capacity
air system without tapping SCBA resources.
Note: not for breathing air. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.   

Cat#             Description Weight
BD040           Working Air® Cart 139 lbs.

Continuous regulated air supply4
for airbags, rescue support 
systems & portable impact tools
Lightweight and portable4
One - 200 psi and one - 4
300 psi low pressure regulators
3-way diverter valve allows for 4
switching between cylinders
Shut-off valve and high pressure 4
manifold permit access to 
alternative air sources
Low pressure alarm sounds 4
at 400-500 psi

Control Packages

Dual deadman safety relief & control valve4
Pressure regulator - 6,000-135 psi (414-9 bar) 4
CGA 347/346 inlet
Black air hose (3/8"D x 16'L)4
Yellow air hose  (3/8"D x 16'L)4
Red air hose (3/8"D x 16'L)4

AF391 Includes:

2 - Paratech nipple with 1/8" NPTM4
Paratech nipple with tire chuck4
Shutoff adapter nipple with industrial4
2 - “Y” with 2 couplings and 1 nipple4
Shutoff adapter nipple with twist lock4
Custom carrying case4

AF391           Control Package, 6,000-135 psi
BG134           Control Package, 6,000-135 psi

The Paratech Control packages are essential to your
Maxiforce Air lifting bag needs! Included in these packages
is everything that you need to operate your Maxiforce Air
lifting bags. Whatever the job, these control packages will
meet your needs! 

Dual deadman safety 4
relief & control valve
Pressure regulator - 6,000-135 psi 4
(414-9 bar) CGA 347/346 inlet
4 - Inline relief valves4
Black air hose (3/8"D x 16'L)4

BG134 Includes:

SCBA / Rescue Bag - One Bag, Two Uses!
This bag can be used as an SCBA cylinder bag or as a rescue bag. It has two handles and an
over the shoulder strap, a silver reflective stripe for low visibility situations.

One bag makes up one complete, easily 4
accessible rescue kit
Holds up to 3 mini rescue bags & 1-2 small bags4
Holds three 50’ coils of air supply hose4
9" dia. insert holds controller & regulator4
9" dia. insert holds 45 or 60 min. air bottle4

Rescue Bag Features:

Working Air ®

Cylinder

Blue air hose (3/8"D x 16'L)4
Yellow air hose  (3/8"D x 16'L)4
Red air hose (3/8"D x 16'L)4
Green air hose (3/8"D x 16'L)4
2 - Paratech nipple with 1/4" NPTM4
2 - Paratech nipple with 1/4" NPTF4

AF391

Working Air ® Cart

AC630           Working Air® Cylinder / 13 cu. ft.

BH034           SCBA/Rescue Velcro® Closure w/Two 30min. LP Bottle Inserts
BH035           SCBA/Rescue Velcro® Closure w/Two 45-60min. LP Bottle Inserts
BH036           SCBA/Rescue Zipper Closure w/Two 30 min. LP Bottle Inserts
BH037           SCBA/Rescue Zipper Closure w/Two 45-60min. LP Bottle Inserts

Safe storage and transport of 4
SCBA cylinders
Holds 2 cylinder inserts per bag4
Insert have 9"diameter tube w/hard 4
plastic bottom and rigid side walls to 
keep cylinders protected & upright

SCBA Cylinder Bag Features:
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Fire Tiger Tooth Blades
Fire Tiger Tooth and Safety Diamond Blades outlast abrasive
cutting discs 100 to 1, saving valuable time replacing abrasive
blades as they wear down. Fits on 4", 41/2" hand-held
grinders, 7" circular saws, 12"-14" gas saws, and chop saws.
Includes 22mm bushing.

Copper pipe4
Steel4
Plastic4
Stucco4
PVC4

Uses:
Rebar4
Wood4
Tile backer board4
Corrugated roofing4
Polyethylene pipes4

Cat#               Description Diameter Arbor                 Width
BE273           Fire Tiger Tooth Blade 12" 1"                      .125
BE274           Fire Tiger Tooth Blade 14" 1"                      .125

Masonry4
Concrete4
Roof tile4
Dry wall4
Stainless steel4

The aggressive tooth design of the Warthog™ blade easily and
quickly cuts through roofing materials, wood flooring and siding.
Heavy-duty construction helps prevent tip loss, which is the major
problem with standard carbide tipped blades. The tip is mounted
to the blade by a special process. This process cushions the tip
mounting and makes this blade the most durable, and probably the
last, ventilation saw blade you will ever buy. Ship. wt. 7 lbs.

Warthog™ Ventilation Blade

It doesn’t bind. Due to the aggressive tip angle, all you 4
have to do is feed the blade into the surface to be cut 
and it does the rest.
It doesn’t clog. Even when going through multiple layers 4
of roofing paper and tar. The deep tooth design deposits 
cut materials outside the blade guard, keeping cutting 
performance high.
It lasts like no other blade; the heavy-duty tips are a full 4
3/8" wide and 5/8" tall.
Tip loss is a problem of the past. It is proven by fire 4
departments all over the USA to be a dependable, high-
performance blade like no other

The Last Roof Ventilation Blade You'll Ever Buy

Blade comes standard with 1" arbor (center) hole. 
AS269 - 20mm to 1" spacer (Stihl and other saws with 20mm arbors)
AS268 - 7/8" to 1" spacer (saws with 7/8" arbors)

AJ572            Warthog™ Blade
AS268           Warthog™ Blade 7/8" to 1" Spacer
AS269           Warthog™ Blade 20mm to 1" Spacer

Cat#               Description Diameter Arbor                 Blade Thickness
BL460            Maxiblade 14" 1"                             .095

Maxiblade
Carbide Tip Rescue Blade For Rescue Saws

Rescue Blades for Rescue Saws: A deep gullet, 14", 30 tooth carbide tip blade for rescue
saws emergency use with excellent cutting characteristics. The deep gullet clears chips and
other debris from the cut faster, increasing cutting performance from less powerful rescue
saws (70 - 80cc). Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

*Note: Certain saw manufacturers do not allow use of carbide blades under any circumstances.
Check manufacturers' position regarding use of carbide blades prior to purchase.
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AM083          K-12 FD Standard 14" Rescue Saw Kit with Full Size Steel Case
AR179           K-12 FD Fire Department Rescue Saw 14" Guard 95cc Gas Engine
AW198          K-12 FD Mega 14" Rescue Saw Kit with Full Size Aluminum Case
BE278           14" Lightning Diamond Blade - Use/Metal and Masonry

Piraya Diamond Blades
For years the fire service has requested “one blade that cuts all materials”
for rescue saws. The Piraya Diamond Blade is as close to meeting this
requirement as is technically possible in today’s Diamond Blade industry.
The Piraya Diamond Blade is vacuum-braised using high-quality grade
diamonds for fast, smooth cutting and long blade life. Fits all rescue saws
using 12" and 14" diameter blades.

BG238           12" Piraya Diamond Blade
BG239           14" Piraya Diamond Blade

14" saw

AM083 Contains: Partner/Husqvarna K-12 FD 94cc 14" fire rescue
saw, full size steel case or aluminum space saver case, fire-
department carbide tipped blade, two combination
steel/concrete rescue abrasive wheels, safety gas can,
hearing protector, goggles, spare belt and air filter, air filter
oil, 2-cycle engine oil, can of gasoline stabilizer, combination
screwdriver/wrench and instruction manual.

AR179 Contains: Modified 94cc Partner/Husqvarna K970
94cc active 2 cycle gas engine. Fire Department modifications
include: constant on “READY START” ignition switch, large
“D” Handle starter grip, chrome plated blade guard with
welded “D” ring for attaching saw sling and saw carrying sling.

AW198 Contains: Partner/Husqvarna K-12 FD 94cc 14" saw, 
diamond plate aluminum case, Maxi blade, four rescue abrasive
wheels for cutting both steel and concrete, safety gas can, hearing
protector, goggles, spare belt and air filter, air filter oil, 2-cycle
engine oil, can of gasoline stabilizer, combination screwdriver/
wrench and instruction manual.

94  cc 2-cycle gas engine4
Lightweight - 22.7 lbs.4
Chrome blade guard4
Large “D” handle starter4
Carrying sling4
Reflective lettering4

Features:

Uses:

Blade sold 
separately

Rescue Saws, Kits, Blades & Accessories

Steel Case

Aluminum Case

Wood4
Copper4
Glass block4
Windshields4

Concrete4
Masonry4
Metal4
Plastic4

Auto parts4
Aluminum4
Stainless steel4
Corrugated roofing4

Partner/Husqvarna K-12 4
FD 94cc 14" saw
Steel case4
Carbide tipped blade4
2-Rescue abrasive wheels 4
Safety gas can4
Hearing protector4
Goggles4
Spare belt & air filter4
Air filter oil & engine oil4
Gasoline stabilizer4
Combo screwdriver/wrench4
Instruction manual4

Kit Includes: 
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The Pro-Saw/Cut Off Saw can cut virtually any material-
brick, steel, concrete. You name it, we can cut it. The
perfect fire service saw. Ergonomically designed to
work in confined spaces. Light weight and powerful for
easy and safer operation. Built tough to meet your
rugged demands.

T-Rex Metal Cutting Saw

Pro-Saw/Cut Off Saw
Cut Through Virtually Any Material

Multi-Purpose Blade USAR Diamond Metal
Cutting Blade

Metal Cutting Blade Masonry Blade

Blade sold
separately

AZ417           Metal Cutting Rescue Saw with AZ418 Blade and Case
AZ418           7" Mild Steel Blade
AZ419           7" Variety Aluminum Blade
AZ420           7" Stainless Steel Blade

The Next Generation of Forcible Entry, Extrication
and Collapsible Rescue Saws

Cuts steel as easily as cutting plywood4
Cuts most building materials effortlessly4
Specially designed cover collects chips & sparks4
Five times faster and cleaner than other saws4
Spindle lock for fast, easy blade changes4
2" depth of cut with adjustable 4
angles up to 45o

Retractable blade guard4
Overload switch4

High Speed Rescue Saw Blades

P834           14" Metal Cutting Blade
P835          14" Concrete/Masonry Blade
P836          14" 48 Tooth Wood Cutting Blade

Highest power-to-weight ratio4
Ergonomically designed half wrap handle4
Large “D”-ring for easy starting4
Superior torque and lower emissions4
Advanced 5-stage air filtration system4

AZ412 Pro-Saw 12" Cutoff Saw
AZ413 12" Multi-Purpose Blade
AZ414 12" USAR Diamond Metal Cutting Blade
AZ415 12" Metal Cutting Blade
AZ416 12" Masonry Blade
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Fast and easy starting4
Blade cuts through anything4
2 cutting arm positions4

Super VC3 Power Pro Cutoff Saw
Rescue operations demand fast and reliable cutting equipment. Super
Vac’s response is the SVC3 Power Pro Cutoff Saw, a high-performance saw
designed for the fire and rescue service.The SVC3’s rugged, lightweight
engine turns an industrial diamond blade that’s voracious enough to cut
through a variety of materials including residential roofing, concrete and
rebar, and sheet metal - all without the use of water. Fire and rescue fea-
tures include a multi-position cutting arm, blade safety shield that adjusts
without having to fumble with hard-to-grasp knobs, D-ring pull handle, and
a manual compression release for quick starts. A water tube dust suppres-
sion system is standard.

With a powerful Dolmar 6.3 HP engine that turns at 13,500 RPM, your
department can rely on the Super Vac SV3 Power Pro Saw for venting and
rescue operations. With a full-wrap handle designed for maximum
versatility, this saw tackles a variety of operations with ease, including cut-
ting through residential roofing, removing downed trees, and ripping
through various building materials. With a quick-start compression release
and an “always on” ignition, the SV3 is ready-to-go when you are.

Chisel chain/depth gauge4
Airmaster filtration4
D-ring handle4

Super Power Pro V3 Ventilation Saw

BG206           14" Cutoff Saw with Tiger Tooth Blade
BG207           14" Cutoff Saw, Full Kit, Tread Plate Box

Quick Silver Saw & Accessories

BL096            16" Saw with Q/S Depth Gauge (Installed)
BL097            16" Saw Kit with Q/S Depth Gauge (Installed)
BL098            20" Saw with Q/S Depth Gauge (Installed)
BL099            20" Saw Kit with Q/S Depth Gauge (Installed)
BL094            Billet Aluminum Pull Handle
BL095            Billet Aluminum LED Flashlight Holder (Includes Light)

BL096

BL095

BL094

Saw with D-Ring handle4
Pair safety glasses4
Pair ear plugs4
Container 2 cycle oil4
Gallon metal safety gas can4
Set manuals4

BK097 & BK099 Include:
Carbide chisel chain4
Dolmar Filter Set 4
Consisting of:
- Air filter cartridge
- 5 - pre filters

For additional information 
and product features, go to 

www.edarley.com/rescue

BG208           16" Saw with Guard/Depth Gauge
BG209           Chisel Chain Loop for 16" Bar
BG210           16" Vent Saw, Full Kit, Tread Plate Box
BG211           20" Saw with Guard/Depth Gauge
BG212           Chisel Chain Loop for 20" Bar
BG213           20" Vent Saw, Full Kit, Tread Plate Box

Cat# Dimensions HP Bar Diam. Weight
BG206 12.5"Hx13"Wx33.5"D 5.7 14" 14" 21.8

Cat# Dimensions HP Bar Weight
BG208 11.25"Hx13"Wx34.5"D 6.3 16" 20.8
BG211 11.25"Hx13"Wx38.5"D 6.3 20" 21.6
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The newly designed chain saw uses a diamond segment chain to cut concrete, brick and
masonry. This unique saw offers several cutting features not found on conventional 
circular blade rescue saws. It is an invaluable tool for use in emergencies such as 
earthquakes, building collapse and terrorist incidents.

Concrete Chain Saw Kit

Large “D” handle starter grip - Replaces standard rubber grip, easier to use 4
especially with heavy gloved hands
Heavy-duty brass couplings - Replaces standard plastic water hose couplings 4
for added durability
Water hose restraint strap - Use of water with this saw is essential, the installed 4
water hose restraint strap is permanently mounted to the rear handle of the 
saw, simply slip the hose through the nylon strap and the water hose is 
kept out of the way during saw operation
Saw carrying sling - Easy-to-use and store, 4
handy when use of both hands for 
balance and climbing are required

Features:

K950 chain saw4
Diamond segment chain4
Diamond plate aluminum case4
Brass water connectors4
Water hose restraint strap4
Wrench/screwdriver4
Safety gas can 4
Operating instructions4
Bar & chain guard4
Carrying sling4
Hearing protectors4
Goggles4
Air filter oil4
2-cycle oil4
Spare air filter4

Includes:

Team/HUSQVARNA K-12 FD 74cc Rescue Saw 

Air-cooled 2-stroke engine4
Active Air Filtration™4
X-Torq®4
SmartCarb™4
DuraStarter™4
EasyStart™4
Reversible cutting arm4
Easy-adjust blade guard4
Wet Kit4
Replaceable arbor bushing4

Features:

Blade and sling
sold separately

BL100            Team/HUSQVARNA K-12 FD 74 Rescue Saw
BL101            Optional Sling Assembly
BG238           12" Piraya Blade

DON’T MISS
More blades
on page 103

BD107           Concrete Chain Saw Kit with 14" Bar and Diamond Segment Chain
BD108           Concrete 14" Chain Saw with 14" Bar and Diamond Chain

Contains: K-12 FD 74cc 12" fire rescue saw. Modified 74CC Partner/Husqvarna K760
Active 2 cycle gas engine. Fire Department modifications include: constant on “READY
START” ignition switch, large D Handle starter grip, chrome plated blade guard with
welded “D” ring for attaching saw sling and saw carrying sling.



The Univent Pro-Saw is ideal when your compartment space
is limited. It has the best power to weight ratio compared
to any other saw in its class. This is virtually the safest saw
ever built with our exclusive spring loaded depth gauge. It
also gives the operator more reach and comfort while
using the saw, and eliminates cutting rafters out
from under you. The Pro-Saw was designed and
engineered just for the rugged demands of the
fire service with features no other saw can offer. 

Univent Pro-Saw  

Large D-ring handle4
Smart start4
Full wrap handle is standard4
71 cc (4.5 cubic inch)4
6.5 hp4
13,500 rpm4
13 lbs. (without bar or chain)4

VentMaster™ Heavy-Duty Fire Rescue Saws

Give Stihl, Echo, Cutters Edge (Jonsered) or many other saws the performance advantage of a VentMaster™
Fire Rescue Saw! Each kit includes guide bar, chain, sprocket and depth gauge.

Ventmaster™ Upgrade Kits

High Alloy Guide Bar - Designed for “plunge cuts” and maximum carbide chain performance. The bar has a
precision-milled guide groove, hardened railsand totally integrated sealed nose bearings. Available in 16" and
20" lengths, slotted to accommodate KIS-40 Depth Gauge.

Adjustable Depth Gauge - The KIS-40 depth gauge provides maximum safety for roof ventilation, allowing
smoother, faster cuts without “rolling rafters” - rest the weight of the saw on the gauge, not the firefighter! It
can be installed, adjusted from 0" to 6" depth or removed in just seconds, and won’t trap debris or heat.

Cat# Description Available for These Saws
AS116 16" Guide Bar, .404/.063 Chain Stihl .046 and Larger
AS114 16" Guide Bar, .404/.063 Chain Husqvarna, Poulan, Jonsered, Echo QV8000
AW173 20" Guide Bar, .404/.063 Chain Husqvarna, Poulan, Jonsered, Echo QV8000

NEW VentMaster COBALT Guide Bar: Features COBALT 4
alloy inserts at wear points. This alloy is extremely hard with 
excellent wear, galling, and impact resistance. It will retain 
these properties at very high operating temps.
IMPROVED KIS-40 Depth Gauge: The simplest and 4
most durable depth gauge design. Adjusts cutting 
depth from 1/4" to 6". Can be removed in seconds 
without tools for full-length cutting.
Raptor Carbide Chain: Features an “open dual raker” 4
design to protect the carbide cutters and control the depth of 
cut.  Will quickly cut through lightweight building materials.
IMPROVED Plated Steel Splash Guard: Strong and 4
durable to protect the saw during extreme cutting 
operations. Mounted with aviation-style star washers to 
prevent loosening due to vibration.
Other Features: Professional-grade Husqvarna engine, 4
glove-grip starter handle, ergonomic full-wrap handle, 
air-injection filtration system, scrench tool mounted on 
handle, one-step choke/start/stop switch

The new VentMaster™ Fire Rescue Saws are the TOUGHEST fire rescue chain saws on the
market today.

BC064           VentMaster™ 576HD w/16" Guide Bar 
                      & Depth Gauge, .404 Pitch
BC065           VentMaster™ 576HD w/20" Guide Bar 
                      & Depth Gauge, .404 Pitch
AM115           Raptor Carbide Chain, 16" with .404 Pitch
AM116           Raptor Carbide Chain, 20" with .404 Pitch
BK202           Optional LED Light

Shown with 
BK202

BD043           Univent Pro-Saw 16" with Depth Gauge/Sabretooth FD Chain
BD044           Univent Pro-Saw 16" with Depth Gauge/Cobra Chain
BD045           Univent Pro-Saw 20" with Depth Gauge/Sabretooth FD Chain
BD046           Univent Pro-Saw 20" with Depth Gauge/Cobra Chain
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Waterproof and breathable Hipora® barrier to protect hands 4
from micro-organisms such as TB, Hepatitis, Staph and HIV 
O.S.H.A. Bloodborne Pathogens Standards (29CFR 1910.1310)4
Molded TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) knuckles reduce impact 4
and increase dexterity
Boxed finger tip design for better fit and comfort4
Cut resistant Kevlar® palm, thumb, finger 4
and side panels

BD141           911 Barrier Extrication Gloves
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

911 Barrier Extrication Gloves

BE280           Rescue Gloves
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Rescue Gloves
Featuring Patented SuperCuff Technology with 
Protection and Dexterity Like Never Before!

SuperCuff™ technology for full range of motion4
CE Certified puncture and cut protection4

BK277           Hybrid Extrication Hi-Vis Gloves
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Hybrid Extrication Hi-Vis Gloves
Built with the best materials and product construction and the highest
degree of safety in mind. Thermal Plastic Rubber (TPR) is strategically
placed through sonic welding and durable stitching on the top of hi-vis
green outer shell in the finger, knuckle and dorsal regions for extra 
protection. The Ringers’ patented SuperCuff™ technology tops off the
glove for a non-binding, non-restrictive easy-open cuff for quick entry.

Pre-curved glove with two-way stretch4
Air flow Cordura® and accordion style back4
Interior fleece lining and “Snuggler” with taslon 4
debris blocker wrist area
Hipora waterproof barrier and breathable insulation4
Kevlar® reinforced palm, finger tips and knuckles4
Armor-Dillo knuckle protection4
Cotton terry brow wipe4
Reinforced rubber pull with hidden cord carabineer loop4
Reflective finger tips and trim4

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XL, Jumbo

Extrication Rescue Glove 
with Barrier

Kevlar® palm panels with anatomic cutouts create 4
maximum cut resistance without restricting grip
6mm segmented padding across the knuckles creates 4
padding that moves with you
3M reflective markings for increased visibility 4
and increased safety
Gel padding reduces vibration and 4
decreases injury

BK092           Extrication Rescue Glove w/Barrier
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Elastic closure keeps 
out cut glass and debris

Padded 
Palms

AW123

BG508

RINGERS rappelling gloves are the most technically advanced rappelling
gloves available. These gloves were developed in harmony with local 
and government agencies to satisfy the requirements of today’s rescue
and tactical needs. These gloves are also excellent for any kind of rope
handling work. Ship wt. 1 lb.

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL
AW124          Rope  Rescue Gloves

Rope Rescue Gloves

Impact-X™ Gloves

Are you still using firefighting gloves for extrication? This superior glove is
made specifically to protect you from the hazards of extrication without
compromising flexibility and design. This anatomic design features
Genuine Nash Clarino®, a state-of-the-art material that’s abrasion resistant
with great grip, sensitivity and dexterity. Totally machine washable to
remove blood-borne pathogens, hydraulic fluids etc. and will not harden
after it gets wet. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW123          Extrication Gloves Long Cuff
BG508           Extrication Gloves Short Cuff

Tough Armortex® reinforced index finger and thumb joint4
Tough Armortex® puncture resistant palm pads4
Double Kevlar® Stitched palm pads4
Anatomically designed palm pads for unparalleled 4
freedom of movement

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Extrication Gloves

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Unique gel padded rope control channel4
Clarino® palm and fingertip patches do not get slippery when wet4
Pittards Amortan palm for improved wear4
Incredible fingertip dexterity4

BK217           Impact-X™ Gloves

Xtrication® Rescue Gloves 

Durable synthetic leather 4
    palm and fingers

Shock-absorbing gel 4
padded palm

Anti-slip palm and 4
fingertip patches
Neoprene knuckle protector4
Not for fire fighting4

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Abrasion resistant materials have been strategically placed to maximize
hand protection and supply superior grip and dexterity. Our quality 
craftsmanship and ergonomic design provide for unprecedented comfort
during extended wear. Mechflex gloves are highly functional, comfortable
and fashionable. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW121          Xtrication® Rescue Gloves

Kevlar® reinforced palm and fingers4
Injection molded TPR padding covering back of hand and knuckles4
Cotton terry brow wipe and lining4
Reinforced rubber pull with hidden cord carabineer loop4
Custom finger-back rubber guards4
Reflective finger tips4
Pre-curved glove with two-way stretch4
Air flow Cordura® back4
Soft cotton terry lining with "Snuggler" and Taslon debris blocker4
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For use by fire, safety and rescue professionals, this super-duty glove
represents the ultimate combination of advanced protective technology
and highest quality materials. Our proprietary cut and puncture resistant
fabric lines the palm side of the glove and is reinforced with genuine
goatskin leather in high wear and gripping areas. The top of the hand
is protected by a Kevlar® outer shell as well as TPR knuckle and full-
length finger protection. Combined with reflective materials throughout
the top of hand and fingertips, this glove has it all.

Armorcore™ Extrication Gloves 
Complies with ANSI and CE Safety Standards

BL431 Armorcore™ Extrication Gloves 
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Fire, safety and rescue professionals all can use the hand protection
offered by the Leather Extrication glove. Premium Cowhide Leather
protects the palm and between fingers while reinforced Kevlar® panels
add grip and puncture resistance. The top of the hand is protected by
a Kevlar® outer shell as well as TPR knuckle and finger protection. An
elastic gaiter cuff keeps debris out, making this glove versatile enough
for everything from extrication to overhaul.

Extrication Leather Gloves

BL432 Extrication Leather Gloves
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Molded hard knuckle
TPR and finger guards
protect against impacts.

Armorcore™ fabric
meets or exceeds

ASTM/CE Level 5 for
cut and puncture

resistance.

TPR knuckle and 
flexible finger TPR's

guard against impacts.

Premium Cow Hide
leather with Armortex®
reinforcement panels.

Darley Multi-Purpose Utility Gloves

BL292 Darley Multi-Purpose Utility Gloves 
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XL

Great for extrication, mop-up, as a general work glove around the fire
scene, the firehouse and at home. New design includes comfortable
Spandex fabric that keeps elasticity even after multiple washings. Tough
deerskin palm and fingers remains soft and pliable even after drying. A
great Darley value!
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FR Indura®

Cotton Coveralls
FR Cotton Extrication Suit

Some of the finest leather fire boots made. When your job gets tough, these boots 
perform for you, giving you lightweight comfort and protection. Made of waterproof,
flame and cut-resistant leather with tempered steel safety toe and scuff-resisting
“sharkskin” leather toe covering. Heavy-duty, non-marking lug sole is oil, heat, and
slip-resistant and features a stainless steel puncture-resistant bottom plate. Other 
features include Kevlar® laces, heat and corrosion-resistant eyelets, lace-in duty zipper,
comfort weave lining, removable cushion footbed, total boot membrane by Sympatex®

and double rubber insole. Ship. wt. 6 lbs.

Metatarsal protection4
Meets NFPA for Structural, T.R.I. and Wildland4

SPECIFY WIDTH: M, W or XW
SPECIFY SIZE: 5-14, 15, 16, 17, 18
BH086           Technical Rescue Leather Boots

Technical Rescue Boots

Lace-in
zippers

9.0 oz. per square yard Indura®4
Heavy-duty, two-way 4
brass zipper
Nickel plated brass snaps4
2 patch breast pockets, 4
pencil slot in left pocket
Two hip pockets with 4
a snap closure on 
the left
2-in-1 utility/tool 4
pocket on right leg
Side access to pants 4
with snap closure
Adjustable cuffs 4
with snap closures
Sewn throughout 4
with Nomex® thread

NavyTan

Short: 5'4"- 5'7"4
Regular: 5'71/2"- 5'11"4
Tall: 5'111/2"- 6'3"4

Size Waist Inseam Chest Sleeve

Small 32" 29" 36"-38" 33"

Medium 36" 29" 40"-42" 34"

Large 41" 29" 44"-46" 35"

XL 45" 29" 48"-50" 36"

2XL 50" 29" 52"-54" 37"

3XL 54" 29" 56"-58" 38"

4XL 58" 29" 60"-62" 39"

5XL 62" 29" 64"-66" 40"

Sizing

BK123           9 oz. FR Cotton Extrication Suit

SPECIFY SIZE: S-5XL
SPECIFY COLOR: Navy, Royal Blue, Red, Khaki

BL461             FR Indura® Cotton Coveralls

SPECIFY SIZE
SPECIFY COLOR: Navy or Tan

Chest     36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56
Short       •   •    •   •   •   •   •  
Regular    •   •    •   •   •   •   •   •   •   •   •
Tall                      •     •     •     •     •     •     •     •     •      
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Stand up collar with hook & loop closure: Bi-swing back, 4
hook and loop
Adjustable straps at wrist, 12" leg zipper with hook and loop4
Adjustable straps at ankle: brass zipper front with hook and loop 4
storm flap, lined sleeves, padded elbows, forearms, 
knees and shins
2 rear patch pockets with flaps4
Side-entry pockets with pass through hook 4
& loop closures, semi-bellows pockets with flap 
on each thigh
Radio pocket with flap & utility strap4
Mic clip above radio pocket4
Hook and loop take-up straps at wrist4
Large pocket on right chest with utility loop, 4
pencil pocket on left sleeve, scissor pocket 
with strap on right semi-bellows pockets
Glove strap with clip in waist band 4
on right side
Reflective trim around upper4
sleeve, lower legs and across 
upper back



Made to help protect against the hazards encountered by paramedics, 
emergency medical technicians and search and rescue personnel.
Offers top, front, side and rear impact and penetration protection with 
polycarbonate outer shell and ABS inner shell. It’s easy to size to your
head with the Sure-Lock® ratchet headband and 8-point suspension.
Chin strap with quick-release buckle is permanently attached. Decals
not included. 6" Poly-carbonate faceshield sold separately. Meets
ANSI, CSA and OSHA standards. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

Advent® Search and Rescue Helmet

EMS
2-point 
chin strap

S/R
3-point 
chin strap

The USRX, a dual purpose urban search
and rescue and structural firefighting
helmet, is the result of 50 years of
Bullard thermoplastic technology,
engineering expertise and 
market responsiveness. The
USRX is designed to protect first
responders in every USAR 
application, from high angle to
confined space rescue. The outer shell of 
the USRX is made of high-heat Ultem®

thermoplastic. The Bullard Sure-Lock® ratchet
headband offers both a quick-turn of the knob
head size adjustment and a new, unique 3-position
height adjuster for balance and comfort. The USRX
comes standard with a new, unique 3-point chin strap,
ESS goggles and Bullard’s Quick-Attach Blade mounting system. The
USRX is designed for comfort, safety, and cost-effective maintenance.
NFPA 1951-2013 and NFPA 1971-2013 compliant. Ship wt. 5 lbs.

SPECIFY COLOR: White, Red, Yellow, Black, Blue, Lime-Yellow
BC075 USRX Urban Search & Rescue Helmet

Urethane impact liner4
M-Pact shell4
Sure-Lock® ratchet suspension4
Black rip-stop Nomex®4
ear/neck protector
Quick-Attach™ faceshield4

Quick release 4
3-point chinstrap
Edge beading4
Leather ratchet cover4

USRX Urban Search & Rescue Helmet

BK351           Vertex® Vented Helmet
SPECIFY COLOR: Red, White, Yellow or Black

Vertex® Vented Helmet

RedOrangeBlueYellow White

Red YellowWhite Black

Six-point mesh liner conforms to the shape of the head 4
for improved comfort
Shock absorption achieved through deformation of 4
the outer shell
CenterFit adjustment system ensures centering 4
and optimal stability of the helmet on the head
Adjustable ventilation holes with sliding shutters 4
Side slots for mounting hearing protection4
Inserts for accepting a VIZIR face shield4
Slot for mounting a PIXA headlamp4
Four clips for mounting a headlamp with an elastic 4
headband
Chin strap designed to limit risk of losing helmet 4
during a fall (strength greater than 50 daN) 

DON’T MISS
More helmets in
Turnout (p51-71)
Wildland (p72-80)

AC380        EMS Helmet
AC381        Search & Rescue Helmet
AC390        6" Faceshield
BB175         Hardware for AC390

SPECIFY COLOR: Yellow, Blue, Orange, Red, or White

SPECIFY COLOR: Red, White, Yellow or Black

SAR All Risk Helmets

Red YellowWhite Black

Search and rescue / confined space / CBRN environments4
Water rescue / swift water / marine / ribs / hovercraft4
Forestry fire fighting4
Ambulance / E.M.S.4
Wildland fire fighting / general search area4
Maritime rescue / coastal border security4
Working at height / urban climbing4
Meets the Requirements of:4
NFPA 1951:2007, 
NFPA 1952:2010 
& ANSI Z89.1 
Type 2 Class C

BL410   SAR All Risk Helmet
BL411    Helmet Vent Covers-Photo Illuminescent
BL412   Clear Full Marine Visor

Ventilated Helmet for Work at Height and Rescue
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Sterling Rope revolutionized the production of static rope with the creation of its SuperStatic2™ Rope, the original
48 carrier static rope (1/2"and 7/16"). The smoother sheath finish reduces vibration, allowing for more control during lowering and 
extrication procedures. HTP™ (High Tenacity Polyester) has a very low elongation of less than 1% stretch per 300 lb. load. It provides
greater resistance from UV and certain chemicals, and has the highest tensile strengths for their size. SuperStatic2™ and HTP™
Static certified to NFPA 1983-2012 edition by UL. Available in Blue w/Tracer, Yellow w/Tracer, White w/Tracer, and Red w/Tracer. 
5/8" SuperStatic2™ is only available in solid colors: Red, Blue, and Black.

SuperStatic2™ and HTP™ Static Rope

Single-person rescue/rappel
rope. Ideal as a one-man assault
line. Great for police and security
tactical teams, military operations,
wilderness rescue, window wash-
ing and rappelling. Specify length
and color combination.

Single person rescue/rappel
rope. Ideal for anchors, low
stretch rescue, rappelling and
confined space operations.
Great for SAR teams, fire and
police departments, and rescue
squads. Specify length and color
combination.

7/16" (11-11.5mm) SuperStatic2™/HTP™ Static

Cat#               Description Tensile
AW398          SuperStatic2™ Nylon 150' 6,744 lbs.
AW399          SuperStatic2™ Nylon 200' 6,744 lbs.
AW400          SuperStatic2™ Nylon 300' 6,744 lbs.
AW401          HTP™ Static 150' 7,667 lbs.
AW402          HTP™ Static 200' 7,667 lbs.
AW403          HTP™ Static 300' 7,667 lbs.

Cat# Description Tensile
AW404 SuperStatic2™ Nylon 150' 5,396 lbs.
AW405 SuperStatic2™ Nylon 200' 5,396 lbs.
AW406 SuperStatic2™ Nylon 300' 5,396 lbs.
AW407 HTP™ Static 150' 5,981 lbs.
AW408 HTP™ Static 200' 5,981 lbs.
AW409 HTP™ Static 300' 5,981 lbs.

Single-person rescue/rappel rope.
Ideal as a one-man assault line.
Great for police and security 
tactical teams, military operations,
wilderness rescue, window wash-
ing and rappelling. Specify length
and color combination.

General use rescue rope. Used in
mainline rescue and belay line
systems. Suitable for low
stretch/high strength rescue, low
and steep slope rescue, high
angle safety work, window wash-
ing, industrial safety and confined
space operations. Specify length
and color combination.

1/2" (13mm) SuperStatic2™/HTP™ Static

Cat#               Description Tensile
AW392          SuperStatic2™ Nylon 150' 9,241 lbs.
AW393          SuperStatic2™ Nylon 200' 9,241 lbs.
A    W394          SuperStatic2™ Nylon 300' 9,241 lbs.
AW395          HTP™ Static 150' 9,084 lbs.
AW396          HTP™ Static 200' 9,084 lbs.
AW397          HTP™ Static 300' 9,084 lbs.

Cat#               Description Tensile
BE001           SuperStatic2™ Nylon 150' 10,701 lbs.
BE002           SuperStatic2™ Nylon 200' 10,701 lbs.
BE003           SuperStatic2™ Nylon 300' 10,701 lbs.
BE004           HTP™ Static 150' 11,962 lbs.
BE005           HTP™ Static 200' 11,962 lbs.
BE006           HTP™ Static 300' 11,962 lbs.

5/8" (15.5-16mm) SuperStatic2™/HTP™ Static

3/8" (9.5-10mm) SuperStatic2™/HTP™ Static

F4 FireTech Escape System
The F4 FireTech Escape System offers a reliable, easy to use 
system for personal escape. This system includes the FireTech 32,
the proven rope of FDNY. This kit also includes:

50' FireTech4
F4 Escape Device4
SAFE-D three-stage carabiner4
Crosby FireFighter anchor hook4

BL291            F4 FireTech Escape System
BL426            Lightning™ GT Hook
BL427            Lightning™ Hook
BL428            F4™ Fire Tech Escape System with
                      Lightning™ GT Hook

$1 from each system goes to the 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation.

BL426 BL427
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Two-person rescue rope
with reflective yarns
makes it highly visible in
low light to dark situations.
Suitable for confined
space rescue, caving,
night rescues, and industrial
safety applications.

1/2" (12.7mm) Safety 
Glow Rope

The Marathon™ Dynamic Ropes are the most technically advanced ropes in the world.
The trademark of the Marathon™ rope is its high denier sheath construction and incredible
durability. Marathon ropes are perfect for professional and high abuse applications like
training and mountain warfare operations. Engineered for performance in the field and
featuring Sterling Rope’s exclusive DryCore™. DryCore™ helps maintain the core fibers
properties in wet and icy conditions. UIAA and CE EN 892 certified.

8.8 mm Half Dynamic Rope
Perfect for ice, ski mountaineering, and glacier travel.

ML482 8.8mm x 165' Half Dynamic Rope
ML483 8.8mm x 200' Half Dynamic Rope
ML484 8.8mm x 230' Half Dynamic Rope

Marathon™ Dynamic Ropes

10.1 mm Pro Dynamic Rope
Durable marathon sheath and lightweight at 63 g/M.

SPECIFY COLOR: Olive Drab Green, Red, Yellow, 
Green or Orange
ML479 10.1mm x 165' Pro Dynamic Rope
ML480 10.1mm x 200' Pro Dynamic Rope
ML481 10.1mm x 230' Pro Dynamic Rope

11 mm Mega Dynamic Rope
The most durable dynamic rope available.

SPECIFY COLOR: Olive Drab Green, Purple, 
Burnt Orange or Black
ML476 11mm x 165' Mega Dynamic Rope
ML477 11mm x 200' Mega Dynamic Rope
ML478 11mm x 230' Mega Dynamic Rope

Prusik cords serve many functional 
purposes in the field and are a must
have for technical rescue teams. They are
extremely versatile in tandem prusik belays,
load release devices, as ratchets in pulley systems,
and anchor systems. Sterling Rope’s prusik cords are
made of 100% nylon and have a construction that gives
great durability, suppleness and handling.

Prusik Cords

SPECIFY COLOR: Blue w/Tracer, Red w/Tracer, 
Orange w/Tracer, or Tan w/Tracer

BE010 1/2"12.7mm Rope 9,500 lbs.
Cat# Description Tensile

Cat# Description Tensile
AW412 7mm Cord 2,878 lbs.
AW413 8mm Cord 3,754 lbs.

Sterling’s economy utility rope
is perfect for many non-life
safety applications such as
hauling tools and equip-
ment, lashing gear, etc. It is
easy to tie knots with and is
not too stretchy. White with
tracers. Not for rappelling
or life safety use.  

Cat#               Description Tensile
BE007           3/8" (10mm) Utility Rope 2,200 lbs.
BE008           1/2" (13mm) Utility Rope 5,000 lbs.

Utility Rope
1" Mil-Spec webbing is 
a must have for rescue 
personnel. It can be used for
building anchors,  making
improvised harnesses, lashing
litters, and many other
uses. Mil-Spec webbing is
rated to 4,000 lbs.

AW411 1"x300' Tubular Webbing

Tubular Webbing

SPECIFY LENGTH: 300' or 600'

SPECIFY LENGTH: 150', 200', 300'

SPECIFY LENGTH: 165', 330'
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Enhanced with a new Fall Arrest Indicator and work-positioning side D-rings, the
Fire-Rescue Harness remains the most versatile, multiple-use harness in fire rescue.
Used by fire department rescue teams, USAR teams, helicopter crews, and wilderness
SAR teams, this extremely popular harness features multiple D-ring attachment
points, and our JackBack™ removable padding with breathable D3 cloth, which
keeps shoulder straps separated, and makes donning and doffing a breeze. The
dorsal D-ring allows adjustment for different size rescuers, but stays in place when
loaded, greatly increasing comfort. The front waist D-ring allows a comfortable, stable
sitting position for rappels and the sternum D-ring works well for helicopter hoists.
Gear loops have been improved for easier access, and quick-connect shoulder
straps and leg loops make donning the harness simple and fast. Pads on the leg
loops can be adjusted to the most comfortable position. The front lift assembly
accepts screw links for adding a chest ascender or safety lanyards. Attachment points:
front waist, sternal, dorsal, sides. Available in two sizes. Ship wt. 4 lbs.

CMC ProSeries Harness Combo
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - Class III
Designed for rope rescue, rappelling, and confined space rescue, the CMC
ProSeries Harness Combo consists of the ProSeries Rescue Harness and ProSeries
Chest Harness, which together make a Class III full-body harness. The chest harness
can be removed to allow the seat harness to be used alone. If your primary need is
a Class III harness, but you want the flexibility of also having a seat harness, the
Combo is the perfect fit. Ship wt. 8 lbs.

AZ587          Harness Combo (Chest and Rescue Harness)
SPECIFY SIZE: Small, Regular, X-Large

Rear attachment point4
Built-in lumbar support4
Web-Keepers™ secure loose ends of the web coming out of the buckles4
13/4" web adjusting strap wraps completely around for stronger harness4
Chest harness attaches to front and back 4
Larger front D-ring easily accepts three rescue carabiners4
Molded padding with breathable D3 cloth provides a 4
better fit with greater comfort and lighter weight
D-rings on sit harness4
Front chest D-ring transfers load to the 4
sitharness, increasing comfort in a vertical lift
Quick-fit buckles on the legs make donning 4
the harness easy and quick

SPECIFY SIZE: Small/Medium, Large/X-Large

CMC Fire-Rescue Harness
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - Class III  and ANSI Z359.1 

Size Waist
Small 26" - 30"
Regular 30" - 44"
X-Large 42" - 46"

BA082           CMC Fire-Rescue Harness (28"-34")
BA083           CMC Fire-Rescue Harness (34"-46")

Designed for rope rescue and rappelling. Back in 1983 CMC Rescue designed the
Rescue Harness to meet the needs of search and rescue better than a recreational
climbing harness. The D-ring attachment point made connecting carabiners easy even
when hanging in the harness. Extra wide waist and leg loops created more of a “work
platform” than the slim profile of a climbing harness. Today’s harness has waist and
leg pads with breathable D3 cloth for greater comfort, a rear waist D-ring for travel
restraint, and gear loops on each side. With more than a 35 years of use-inspired
evolution, the Rescue Harness continues to set the standard
for superb comfort and performance. Ship wt. 3 lbs.

CMC Rescue Harness
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - Class II

AJ338            Padded Rescue Harness
SPECIFY SIZE: Regular or X-Large

Size Waist

Small/Medium 28" - 34"

Large/X-Large 34" - 46"
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Gibbs ascenders provide excellent 
performance under the most adverse
conditions, even with muddy or iced
ropes. They’re widely used by rescue
teams as mechanical Prusiks in 
systems and rappels. The spring-
loaded model will support its own
weight when there is no load
on the cam. Gibbs
ascenders feature a
high-quality forged
cam, which provides a
product with no cast
parts. The 1/2" ascenders have under-
gone several rescue performance
improving changes. The shell bottom has
been modified creating a curved interface,
which improves the holding power. Also, the
shell thickness has been increased by 50%.
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

SMC Locking Rescue Carabiners
SMC Rescue Carabiners are state-of-the-art in steel rescue carabiners. 
The D shape increases strength necessary for rescue situations. The locking
mechanism used on these carabiners locks on the gate, not on the body of the
carabiner. This allows you to tighten the knob, load the carabiner and not have
to retighten the knob. The large size has a gate opening of 1.12", adequate
to fit over the rail of a stokes litter. The X-Large size has an opening of 1.40"
and  will fit standard 1.25" diameter ladder rung. The parts of these carabiners
are meticulously finished and plated prior to assembly, insuring smooth free
gate action. Meets NFPA 1983-2012-General use where listed.

Aluminum Locking D4
High strength4
Lightweight4
6,000 lb. Rating4
NFPA 1983-2012 -4
Light Use

SMC Locking
Carabiners

Stainless steel4
Large and X-Large Locking D4
High strength4
Smooth operation4
Better resistance to corrosion4
Sleeves lock on 4
gate to prevent 
jamming or 
vibrating loose

Cat#               Description Finish MBS
AJ329            Large Locking D Brite 10,566 lbs.
AW217          NFPA Large Locking D Brite 10,566 lbs.
AJ330            NFPA Large Locking D Black 10,566 lbs.
AJ332            NFPA Large Stainless Steel D Brite 10,341 lbs.
AJ333            Large Aluminum Locking D Brite 7,643 lbs.
AW218          NFPA XL Steel Locking D Brite 12,814 lbs.

Large Brite Finish

X-Large

Cat#               Description Finish MBS
AW215          SMC NFPA Locking D Brite Anodized 6,069 lbs.
AW216          SMC NFPA Locking D Black Anodized 6,069 lbs.

SMC Locking Lite D
Steel Carabiners

Lite D steel4
Compact size4
High strength4

Cat#           Description Finish MBS
AW219       SMC NFPA Lite Locking D Brite Alloy Steel 9,667 lbs.
AW220       SMC NFPA Lite Locking D Black Alloy Steel 9,667 lbs.

Basic Building Blocks of Most
Rescue Systems. No detail has
been overlooked in these high-effi-
ciency pulleys. These compound
or complex system workhorses
feature precision sealed ball
bearings to minimize loss of
mechanical advantage. The
large carabiner hole supports
multiple carabiners, and the smooth,
rounded edges on the high-strength
aluminum side plates minimize rope
fraying. The bottom is shaped for
maximum efficiency with Prusik hitches
but also works well with Gibbs-type
ascenders. Large anodized aluminum
sheaves provide efficiency, and low-
profile axle fasteners reduce snags
when the pulley is moving.

Gibbs Ascenders

BA077           Aluminum Gibbs Ascenders
BA078           Stainless Gibbs Ascenders

CMC ProSeries Pulleys
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - 
General Use

Black
Finish

The large space between the top
of the side plates and sheave
allow for passage of knots and
the large diameter (76 mm)
sheave creates excellent 
efficiency. The locking pins on
the sheave allow the pulley to
be used as an anchor. For use
with ropes from 8-19 mm. Safe
working load: 10kN. CE certified
EN12278. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

BH057 KOOTENAY Pulley

KOOTENAY Pulley

                      Ship. wt.
BA162              Blue ProSeries Single Pulley 1 lb.
BA076              Gold ProSeries Double Pulley 2 lbs.
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Grappling Hook

This midsized minding pulley is
the perfect choice for rigging
with 7/16" (11 mm) rope or when
you don’t have room for a 3"
pulley. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Machined from 1/2" (12.5-mm)
plate, the CMC Rescue classic
Rescue 8 design has been
refined for even better
performance with today’s
selection of rescue rope.
Descenders no longer routinely use
16-mm (5/8") rope, so the smaller
dimensions of the Rescue 8 provide
greater control. The proprietary
finish on the aluminum model
provides outstanding wear resist-
ance, while the nickel-chrome-plated
steel model excels in high-wear situations,
such as sandy, gritty environments. The
extended carabiner hole accommodates
multiple carabiners. Ship. wt. 6.6 oz.

Tie-off bar 4
5 aluminum bars4

A Classic CMC Rescue Innovation.
An original design that has with-
stood the test of time, the CMC
Rescue Anchor Plates keep the
carabiners holding the different
parts of your rescue system from
jamming together. The hardware
becomes easier to see, making safety
checks more accurate. It can also keep
you from clipping a carabiner into the wrong
loop of the anchor web. For anchor systems, 
it makes an excellent collection point. These Anchor Plates are 
used in CMC Rope Rescue classes, which allows students to set up
systems faster with fewer mistakes. Hole diameters: small – 7/8" 
(22 cm), large – 2" (51 cm). Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW214          CMC Anchor Plate

CMC Anchor Plate
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - General Use

SMC/RA
Pulleys

SPECIFY COLOR: Green or Black

Precisions machined aluminum 4
side plates and sheaves
Sealed bearings4
Double pulleys include a becket4

Cat# Description Tread
BH050 Single SMC 2" Prusik Minding Pulley 1.5"
BH051 Double SMC 2" Prusik Minding Pulley 1.5"

AW223          NFPA Brake Bar Rack
BH029           NFPA Rack 90˚ Eye

SMC NFPA
Brake Bar Rack

AW222          CMC Steel Rescue 8
BA079           CMC Aluminum Rescue 8
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These pulleys were designed for 
rescue operation by Russ Anderson. The
sideplates are made of stainless steel. They
rotate freely allowing the pulley to be
installed on the rope at any point. Pulley
models accept 3/4". Double pulleys have
one becket with a 3/4" diameter hole for
ease in rigging block and tackle systems.
Available with oilite bronze bushing or with
sealed ball bearing. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AA932             Grappling Hook

Made of 1/2" forged steel eyebolt welded
with 5-chrome alloy steel tines, which are
heat treated and coated with tough epoxy
for long lasting protection. Ship. wt. 10 lbs.

AW211          2"x1/2" Oilite Pulley
AW212          2"x1/2" Double Oilite Pulley
AW213          4"x5/8" Double Oilite Pulley

With the large diameter brake bars and the 
addition of the SMC Tie-Off Bar, the SMC Brake
Bar Rack passes the test for general use rating
without the use of a connector bar. This 
improvement maintains the rack’s performance
while greatly increasing the ability to adjust the
friction. Assembly required, instructions included.
NFPA 1983-2012 - General Use. NFPA 3 sigma
MBS: 4,946 lbs. Ship. wt. 2 lbs. 

CMC Rescue 8 Descenders
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - General Use

6 bar rack frame4
6,000 lb. rating4

SMC 2" Prusik 
Minding Pulleys

BA079

AW222
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BH023           Lightweight Rappel Gloves
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL

Cat#               Description                                 Finish             NFPA Rating
BG121           Self-Breaking Descender             Gold                 Light Use
BG122           Self-Breaking Descender             Red               General Use

This proven workhorse of General Use
carabiners is available in both Screw-
Lock and Auto-Lock gates. On the
Screw-Lock models the nut locks
against the gate to prevent jamming.
Auto-locking carabiners decrease
the possibility that the user will forget
to lock the gate or that the gate will
vibrate unlocked while in use.  With the safety
of a three-stage auto-locking gate that can be
easily opened with one hand, these compact
models maximize strength yet allow a gate
opening wide enough to fit over most litter rails.
Every carabiner is
proof loaded.

Developed specifically to meet
the needs of rescue system belays, the
540˚ Rescue Belay is a self-locking device that
meets demanding drop-test criteria - able to
hold falling loads quickly while limiting the
peak force. This well-engineered device is easy
to rig and the symmetrical design reduces the
risk of improper loading. A built-in release lever
releases the tension on the belay rope, eliminating
the need for a release hitch. Designed for use with
kernmantle rescue ropes from 11.5 to 13mm. 3
MBS: 8,093 lbs. Passes the BCCTR Rescue Belay
Competence Drop Test Criteria. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

Our popular
ProSeries Anchor Straps

are used by all types of rescue agencies
to quickly set strong, secure anchors.

Our straps are sewn with all the care and quality we put
into our CMC harnesses. The D-Ring allows the use of
high-strength web without compromising carabiner
strength. One end is larger so the other end can pass
through allowing the strap to be rigged in a Girth Hitch.
Remember to avoid triaxial loading on any carabiner to
maintain system strength. End-to-end configuration: 6,000 lbs.

Cat#               Gate Type Finish MBS
BG271           Auto-Lock Gold 8,992 lbs.
BG272           Screw-Lock Gold 8,992 lbs.
BG273           Screw-Lock Black 8,992 lbs.

ProSeries Anchor Straps
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 - General Use

Petzl I’D Self-Braking Descenders

BG271

Cat#               Description Rope Size
BG267           Small 540˚ Rescue Belay 10.6-11.5mm (7/16")
BG268           Large 540˚ Rescue Belay 11.5-13mm (1/2")

Traverse 540˚ Rescue Belays
UL Classified to NFPA - General Use

BG270           5' Blue Anchor Strap (Medium)
AZ580           7' Blue Anchor Strap (Large)

CMC Rescue Steel Locking D Carabiners
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 – General Use

AZ586           SMC Edge Roller

SMC Edge Roller
Reduce friction when going over the edge with the versatile
RA/SMC Edge Roller. Two edge rollers connected by quick
links will lay over a right angle such as a rack wall or edge
of a building. This efficient 4" wide single edge roller ships
with screw links for connecting two or more rollers together.
Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

5/8" steel axle4
Rubber on bottom4
Two 3/16" quick links 4
included
4" wide 4
aluminum roller

BG273

BG272

Lightweight Rappel Gloves
Often copied, never equaled! Leave it to the rope experts 
to come up with the best gloves for rope work.
Lightweight, pliable goatskin provides excellent finger
dexterity while two extra layers of cowhide across the palm
maximize protection where you need it most. 
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

It’s auto-locking feature combined with a
locking position for the handle make the
Petzl I’D an excellent descender for working
on rope. Additional safety features include
an anti-panic function that stops the
descent if the handle is pushed too far
and an anti-error safety catch that reduces
the risk of an accident from the incorrect
installation on the rope. Maximum descent 
distance: 660' (200m). The small model has
a safety clip on the swinging side plate that
reduces the risk of dropping the device when
removed from the rope, such as when passing
intermediate anchors. UL classified to NFPA 198
EN 341 Class A.
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Personal Escape Rope

Solid performers for years, the popular CMC
Rescue Rope Bags feature a variety of innovative
elements. Contoured backpack-style shoulder straps
offer greater comfort when carrying a heavy bag.
Bag tops are made of rugged pack cloth for easier
closing. Handles, just inside the top, can be used to
hold the bag open for quicker stuffing or to carry
the bag from the top, haul-bag style. A soft rubber
side-carrying handle is comfortable on the hand. The
bottom of the bag has a large grommet to pass the
rope through, plus sewn web loops to tie the rope
end off inside or outside of the bag. The #1 Rope
Bag is all Cordura® nylon and features an external
web handle. Color: Orange.

Rapid Intervention Teams (RIT)
face the most demanding
and extreme conditions
during search operations.
Overcoming extreme
heat, ground obstacles,
and poor visibility are
just some of the hurdles
faced when searching for
and rescuing trapped firefighters
or civilians. Firefighter safety and survival has become an
important focus and Sterling RIT Lines are an integral rescue
tool in search and bailout operations. 

RIT 900 6.8mm - 100% aramid fiber search line. Designed
with a supple hand to enable long lengths of cord to be
stuffed in a pocket or bag, deployed efficiently, and easily tied
with directional knots. Heat resistant to 932F.  

RIT 500 8mm - Heat resistant escape rope or search line.
Aramid sheath provides heat and cut resistance and nylon
core gives flexibility for packing and handling with gloved
hands. Sheath is heat resistant to 932F. 5436lbs Tensile.
Certified to NFPA 1983-2012 edition for Escape Rope.

Cat# Description Tensile

Sterling's Personal Escape Ropes
are manufactured to yield a 
perfect balance of strength,
abrasion resistance, and 
handling so they perform 
flawlessly the moment they are
needed. The escape ropes are
designed with tough sheaths and
the proper elongation to help
absorb impact force during a "bail
out." The 8mm diameter has a high tensile strength and a great hand
for packing into turnout gear or drop bags. Available in neon yellow
or orange. Certified to NFPA 1983, (2012) edition for Escape Rope.
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

CMC Rescue RIT Kits
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 – General Use

RIT Heat Resistant Search
Line and Escape Rope

Improved! Often the solution to navigation in an unknown
structure with poor visibility is a small cord attached at
the entrance and deployed as a firefighter moves

through the building, so he can retrace his steps to the entry
point or be located by a Rapid Intervention Team. With a
carabiner on each end, a partner’s line can be attached to
yours to extend the distance. The 50 ft. length works well for
residences and small structures. The 150 ft. length is a good
choice for larger commercial buildings. These kits include
CMC Rescue’s new reflective RIT Line and two bright orange
ProTech™ Manual-Lock Carabiners with keeper pins.

CMC Rescue Rope Bags

AS277 RIT 900 4,200 lbs.
AW410 RIT 500 5,486 lbs.

Cat# Description Tensile
BE009 Nylon Escape Rope 3,754 lbs.

Cat#                                   Length Weight
AZ582                                   50' 1 lb. 11 oz.
AZ583                                   150' 2 lbs. 10 oz.

                      

AZ590           CMC Rescue Rope Bag 200'
BB056             CMC Rescue Rope Bag 250'-300'

The F4 descender is a new 
innovative escape device that
gives firefighters an advanced,
yet simple tool for emergency
egress. The F4’s sleek, light-
weight design (6 oz.) is certified
with Sterling’s escape ropes. It is
engineered to allow for easy horizontal
movement. The auto-locking feature adds
security and confidence for a hands-free
exit of a structure. The F4 can be used by
all sizes of firefighters. The low profile
shape packs easily in many bags and
styles UL certified to NFPA, 1983-2012
Edition for Escape. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Weight - 6 oz.4
Length - 6", width - 2"4
MBS - 3,035 lbs.4

BH186             F4 Descender Escape Device

Approved Ropes: 4
• RIT 500 - AW410
• Personal Escape Rope - BE009

SPECIFY COLOR: Red or Black

BB056

F4 Descender
Escape Device

SPECIFY LENGTH: 50', 75'

SPECIFY LENGTH: 150', 200' 300'

Cat#               Description Rope Capacity
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When setting up systems, this well-organized kit provides
efficient access to all the rigging hardware needed to set up
a main line and belay. The case can be laid on the ground
or suspended from the side of a vehicle with integrated
gutter hooks, yet when closed, fits easily into a vehicle
cabinet or behind the seat. 

CMC MPD Rope Rescue
Truck Cache™ Kit

Kit Includes:

Features:

SPECIFY COLOR: Red or Slate (Blue)
BL022            CMC MPD Rope Rescue System

More than nine years of research and development
went into CMC Rescue’s patent-pending Multi-
Purpose Device (MPD), which features major
innovations in advanced technical hardware
for rope rescue professionals. The MPD’s
high-efficiency pulley, with an integral rope-
grab mechanism, means it can be used as a
lowering device on the main line and belay line
systems and be quickly changed over to a raising
system without switching out or replacing hard-
ware. The combination of essential features into a
single device simplifies on-scene rigging, expediting
the rescue. 

UltraPro 4 edge protector4
2- FastLink anchor strap 4
2 - Short prusik loop4
2 - Double swivel pulley4
5 - ProSeries manual lock4
2 - Anchor strap sleeve 4

Variable-friction descent control device for rescue 4
systems and rappels
High-efficiency pulley with integral rope-locking 4
mechanism (ratchet) for a haul system
Built-in becket allows cleaner rigging and more efficient 4
pulley systems
MPD allows main line and belay line rigging to 4
be mirror images of one another
One device functions as both a lowering brake and 4
ratcheting pulley for raising
Converts rapidly to a retrieval line for confined space 4
operations to a retrieval line
Meets BCCTR Rescue Belay Competency Criteria4

BL023           CMC MPD Rope Rescue Truck Cache™ Kit

The MAST™ is a tool that should be carried in the bunker pant pocket or the
specially designed pouch...and absolute must while on the fire floor. The Sling-Link
MAST™ has the versatility of a rope with the convenience and speed of a sling.

AW503 - The “Personal Pocket Tool” is a must
for every firefighter. This tool has a minimum
break strength of 4,500 lbs. and is excellent for
the firefighter’s bunker pant pocket. The MAST™
is an OSHA approved lifting sling and meets NFPA
1983 as Personal Use or General Use Auxiliary
Harness. Dimensions: 1" wide, five 2' loops for a total
of ten feet long. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AZ398 - This tool has a minimum break strength of 7,500
9,000 lbs. and is the tool most often found in the RIT Pak or carried
by heavy rescue personnel. This MAST™ is a rated commercial grade
lifting sling. Ship wt. 1 lb.

Multiple Application Service Tool (MAST)
Sling-Link MAST™

AZ399

AW503          Sling-Link MAST™ (Personal Pocket Tool) 
AZ398           Sling-Link MAST™ 
AZ399           MAST™ Bag for AZ398

Truck cache4
2 - MPD 13mm 4
1" web - 40' (2x20')4
XL Edge pad4
3 - Single swivel pulley4

CMC MPD Rope Rescue System
UL Classified to NFPA 1983 – General Use

Reduced weight4
Fewer components4
Faster rigging4

Quicker changeovers4
Simplified training4
Lower risk4

Benefits:
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A good package for a truck or engine company that responds to over-
the-side rescues or needs a vertical lift capability for trench or confined
space rescues, this kit contains the primary rope rescue equipment on
most of the FEMA and USAR requirements lists. 

CMC USAR Task Force Kit

Containing the minimum equipment required to handle most high or
low-angle rope rescue responses, this kit includes a main line with
mechanical advantage for raising and a descent control device for 
lowering, a belay line, a litter with a patient-packaging system, and
gear for setting up anchors.

CMC     Rope Rescue Team Kit - Rigging

Rectangular litter4
One-Piece Patient Tie-In Sys4
Litter pack4
ProSeries litter harness bag4
ProTech auto-lock carabiner4
4 - ProSeries manual-lock carabiners4
5 - Short prusik loop4
2 - FastLink anchor strap 4
4 - Adjustable litter strap  4
1" web - 40' (2x20')4
1/2" Rescue lifeline - 200'4
UltraPro 4 edge protector4
Shasta gear bag4
2 - #2 rope bag 4
2 - Load release Strap 4

BD051           Rope Rescue Team Kit

The patented locking mechanism in our CSR Pulley is easy to release under load, creating much greater
efficiency with the lowering and raising necessary to a confined space rescue. The machined aluminum
swivels at both ends of the system eliminate any potential twisting of the lines. This system is also an
excellent choice for confined space entry or rope access work where a heavy-duty pulley system 
is desired.

BG274           CSR Pulley Kit

CMC CSR Pulley Kit

5 - ProSeries pulley 4
Long prusik loop4
Rectangular litter insert4
Pelvic harness4
Lifesaver victim harness4
ProSeries litter harness4
2 - Gibbs ascender 4
11 - ProSeries screw-lock 4
ProTech manual-lock carabiner4
FastLink pick-off strap4
2 - Anchor strap sleeve4
Etrier with tie in4
1" web - 24' (2x12')4
1/2" rescue lifeline - 200'4
2 - Edge pad - XL4

200'- 1/2" Static-Pro Lifeline 4
CSR pulley 4
CSR double pulley 4

2 - ProSeries aluminum manual-lock carabiner 4
#3 rope bag4

11 - ProSeries screw-lock4
Long prusik loop4
Shasta gear bag4
Litter pack4
Rectangular litter insert4
Pelvic harness4
2 - gibbs ascender4
FastLink pick-off strap4
ProTech auto-lock4
5 - Short prusik loop4
ProSeries litter harness bag4
UltraPro 4 edge protector4
2 - Anchor strap sleeve4
2 - 1/2" rescue lifeline - 200'4
1" web - 30' (6x5')4
1" web - 120' (6x20')4

2 - #2 rope bags4
2 - Fire-Rescue harness4
Rectangular littert4
One-Piece patient Tie-In Sys4
2 - Rescue 84
4 - Adjustable litter strap4
4 - ProSeries manual-lock4
Etrier with Tie-In4
ProSeries litter harness4
2 - Edge Pad - XL4
2 - FastLink anchor strap4
Truck cache4
1" web - 72' (6x12')4
1" web - 90' (6x15')4
5 - ProSeries Pulley4
Anchor plate4

Truck cache4
Rope rescue manual4
Anchor plate4
Rescue rack4
ProTech oval4
3 - Short prusik loop 4

2 - ProSeries load 4
release strap
Rescue rack4
ProTech oval4
2 - Short prusik loop4

BD050           CMC USAR Task Force Kit
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The Sked-Evac™ Tripod extends to ten feet high at 
the three anchors which are available to clip into. Each of
the anchors is anodized red for easy identification, 
and all are equally well centered to handle a load. 
The anchors, header, and legs are interconnected 
with 1/2" stainless steel bolts to provide maximum
strength. The header limits the distance the legs 
can spread. When at full extension, this tripod allows
you to bring the patient in a stretcher completely
out of the hole. It is rated to handle an NFPA
rescue load. Included with the tripod is a
chain which passes through the feet to 
provide greater strength and stability. The legs
are adjustable in 5" increments, and Skedco provides safe working load data for
each tripod height on each tripod. Brackets are available for mounting most 
popular winches. Ship. wt. 74 lbs.

The original and still the best solution for 
confined space, high angle or technical rescue,
and traditional land based applications. The
Sked® stretcher is a revolutionary design which
provides outstanding patient protection and
security. The Sked® comes equipped for hoisting
by helicopter in horizontal position spaces. When
the patient is packaged, the stretcher becomes
rigid. The durable plastic provides protection for
the patient while allowing extrication through the
most demanding confined spaces. The stretcher
is rolled for storage in a tough Cordura® backpack
which is included with the system. The system
ships at 19 lbs. and comes complete for most
applications. Available in International Orange.
Ship. wt. 19 lbs.

Rescue Hauler 4:1 Pulley Device
This ingenious device combines a 3" double pulley with a cam.
The rope can move in only one direction when the cam is
engaged. It allows you to raise a load by pulling on the tail end
of the rope, releasing it, and getting another grip. The cam can
be released manually by pulling on the attached cord. The cam
is guaranteed for life. There are no hidden parts to this device,
facilitating minimal maintenance and easy inspection in the
field. The pulley sheaves and body of the Rescue Hauler and
matching pulley are anodized. The Rescue Hauler 
accommodates rope sizes from 3/8" to 1/2". Maximum 
recommended load at the cam is 2,300 lbs. Minimum
break strength when in use is 12,000 lbs. When used
with a separate double pulley, it gives you a 4:1
mechanical advantage. 

Skedco Rescue System
Confined Space Rescue System
SKED-EVAC™ CSR Kit

Sked-Evac™ tripod4
Sked-Evac™ tripod bag4
Sked basic rescue system4
Oregon Spine Splint II4
Stifneck cervical collar kit4
Skedco 4:1 rescue kit4
2 - Full body adjustable 4
rescue harnesses
Tag line4
Belay line4
Skedco 12'x3" anchor sling4
Continuous loop sling4
Handled ascender4
Skedco rescue stirrup with screw link4
Rope pad4
24" RAVEN rope guard4
6 large locking “D” steel carabiners4
2 PETZL industrial helmets4

SKED-EVAC™ Tripod

AS441          Sked-Evac™ Rescue/Entry Tripod
AS442          Sked-Evac™ Tripod Carrying Case

AS443           Skedco Rescue Hauler

SKED® Basic 
Rescue System

This litter is designed for use in mass casualty 
incidents. These incidents could be airline crashes,
terrorist incidents, Haz-Mat or any other incident
where large numbers of people must be 
evacuated. The HMD Sked® is extremely versatile.
It can be dragged over virtually any terrain includ-
ing stairways. It requires less effort from rescuers
wearing level A protection. The two inch side
release buckles on all straps are easy to 
handle with the thick gloves on level A or B suits.
The straps are polypropylene for resistance to
chemicals. They
have sewn loops 
on the ends for
quick attachment
and removal.

Cat#               Description Ship. wt.
AS448           Skedco Sked-Evac™ CSR Kit 25' Depth 158
AS449           Skedco Sked-Evac™ CSR Kit 50' Depth 168
AS450           Skedco Sked-Evac™ CSR Kit 75' Depth 178
AS451           Skedco Sked-Evac™ CSR Kit 100' Depth 188

BA091              HMD Sked® Rescue System
BA092             HMD Sked® Body Only
BA093              HMD Sked® Strap Kit
BA094               HMD Sked® Rapid Deployment Case

AS452           Sked® Basic Rescue System
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AW093          Wide-Angle Binoculars, 7x35                                           
AW094          Wide-Angle Binoculars, 10x50

Get The Full View With
Wide-Angle Binoculars

AW093

Stearns SAR Mesh PFD Vest

BA086       Stearns SAR Mesh PFD Chest Vest

Size Waist

Small 36"-38"

Medium 40"-42"

Large 44"-46"
XLarge 48"-50"

3XLarge 50"-52"

SPECIFY SIZE

The “Mesh” PFD provides added comfort in warm
weather conditions. The soft, lightweight mesh pro-
vides a high level of ventilation. Soft Aquafoam™ and
durable Crosstech® foam provide comfort as well as the
flotation. Two large pockets close with hook and loop
fastener. Zippered front is backed by three 1-1/2" belts.
USCG Approved Type III. Color: International Orange.

BL398            Water Cascade Helmet

DON’T MISS
More helmets on

page 112

Water Cascade Helmet

An inexpensive alternative to the high-performance
throwline bags. The Redi-Line Throwline Bag is ideal
for the shore based rescuer arriving first on scene.
If your response area has water hazards, there
should be a throwline in every patrol car, municipal
truck, and fire apparatus. The Redi-Line Bag Set
makes preparedness affordable. Available in 50'
and 75'  lengths. The pack cloth bags have our quick-
release strap and top handle for easy throwing. An
Ethafoam disc provides flotation.

AZ591       50' Rescue Redi-Line Throwline Bag Set
AZ592       75' Rescue Redi-Line Throwline Bag Set

Water Rescue
Throwline Bag Set

Universal Swift Water Rescue Vest
Industry Leading Universal PFD for Swift Water Rescue

BL462            Universal Swift Water Rescue Vest

The Cascade is a superior quality swiftwater helmet
which provides a high level of protection. Extra foam
padding provides an ergonomic fit and makes the
Cascade a multiple impact helmet. Includes three
crown pads for a custom fit to your head. Patent pend-
ing neck-strap system holds the helmet firmly in place.
Unique “rain-gutter” front drains water away from your
face. Special side slots make wearing sunglasses more
comfortable. Guaranteed for life. Ship. wt 1.5 lbs.

25 lbs. (111 N) buoyancy4
Drag handle and D ring4
Quick donning with 7 adjustment tabs to 4
create a customized fit for chest sizes from 
30" - 52"
Layered flotation4
MOLLE® webbing on both shoulders 4
and back 
Velcro® panel on back for ID patches4
2 large self draining pockets provide 4
ample storage options
Durable harness with 2"webbing4
Quick release belt4
500 denier, Cordura® outer shell4
Over 62 sq. in. of SOLAS™ tape4

Whether you use your binoculars for fun
or professionally, you know that good binoculars
make a difference. While several binoculars may be
optically equal, some are better than others. No matter
what the need may be, these wide-angle binoculars offer the
advantage of a wider field of view perfect for forestry firefighting. Binoculars
backed by a lifetime warranty. Available in two powers. Ship. wt 2 lbs.

SPECIFY SIZE: M-XL
SPECIFY COLOR: White, Red or Yellow
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BL253            FireCraft® trACer™

Rescue Kit 1 with Power Talk Box
The CON-SPACE Rescue Kit 1 with Power Talk Box is configured for 
a team of five rescuers consisting of two primary rescuers, two standby
rescuers and a hole watch/team leader, for entries of 100' (maximum 
distance 1500'). They system can be configured for up to fourteen people
using available modules and accessories. The command module is 
battery-powered, compact and lightweight making it completely
portable. Three 1.5v alkaline “C” cells provide 400 hr. life on standby
and all electronics are fuse protected. A low battery LED indicator gives
12 hr. warning battery replacement. System and accessories are 
waterproof. Molded fiberglass enclosures, knobs, and cables are 
impervious to a wide range of chemicals.

CSI-2100 command module4
CSI-2131 power talk box 4
Cable splitter - Double w/mic 4
mute switch
Operator headset single-side, 32"4
4 - Rescue facemask com set with 4
universal speaker
4 - Speaker harnesses4
1' operator cable w/mic mute switch4
20' operator cable w/mic mute switch4

AZ400           Rescue Kit 1 with Power Talk Box 

Includes:

BL318               HotStick Voltage Detector

Victim Locator Kit

Includes:
Rope coupler for probe4
Pipe coupler for probe4
50' probe cord/snap hook4
Carrying case4

The Victim Locator Kit is lightweight, portable, battery-
powered and can be operated by a single rescuer. Multiple
kits can be deployed simultaneously on the same site 
without interfering with each other. Completely stand alone
system that gives a single rescuer the ability to search a 
collapse. On location of a victim, 2-way voice communication
is established immediately. Attaching a metal or PVC pipe
to the back of the probe allows rescuers to push it deeply
into a collapse through holes and cracks.

50' cable with 4
connectors
4 - 100' cable with 4
connectors with 
strain relief/snap hook
Cable coiler4
Cable bag for 4
100'-300' of cable
2000 carrying case4

CSI-1100 mini module4
Rescue probe4
Probe behind-head 4
headset-double w/mute
25' probe interface cable4

Case included

FireCraft ® trACer™
Non-Contact AC Voltage Detector

Case included

The HotStick provides warning of exposed high voltage
AC from a safe distance without the need to contact
the surface carrying the current. It gives early audible
("beeping") and visual (flashing LED) warnings, and
beeps and flashes more rapidly the closer it comes
to the voltage. Comes with a built-in self test so
there is no doubt about it functioning properly.

AR314           Victim Locator Kit

HotStick Voltage Detector
High Sensitivity Detector For Emergency Responders

CONFIRM power shutdown, lockout, 4
tag out, disconnects
FIND hidden sources of dangerous AC 4
from a safe distance
DETECT power line back feeds from motor 4
generators and energized pools of water
ENSURE a safe environment for your 4
vehicular rescue
PROTECT the life of your first responders4
CHECK IT trust is good – checking is better4

Detects AC voltage at a 4
safe distance
Pinpoints direction of downed lines4
Detects power in unused outlets4
Fits in pocket for hands-free use4
Audio and visual signals4
Storage case and DieHard®4
battery included
MADE IN THE U.S.A.4
Patent Pending4
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FLIR Thermal Camera Kits

BL505
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The new FLIR K40 and K50 Fire Service TICs are simpler to use and make it easier to see
under the most challenging conditions. A larger 4" LCD display shows FLIR’s renowned
thermal image quality with extra clarity. Five imaging modes help speed tactical decisions
and the search for survivors. Oversized buttons allow effortless gloved-handed operation.
The K-Series also provides capture for up to 200 jpeg IR snapshots. You can review them
later from the onboard archive or export to your computer via USB to generate reports.
The K-Series has been ruggedly designed, with IP67 rating, to withstand a 2 meter
drop onto concrete as well as water submersion. And FLIR’s innovation and 
manufacturing economies of scale make the K40 and K50 the most affordable thermal
imaging cameras (TICs) in their class, putting more thermal imaging power into the
hands of more first responders.

BL504
Thermal imaging camera (TIC)4
Tabletop charger with 4
power supply
Tripod adapter 4
(UNC 1/4"-20)
Hard case4
2 - Li-Ion batteries4
USB cable4
Retractable lanyard4
Neck strap4
FLIR tools software 4
(scratch cards)

Kits Include:

Scene colorization - user selectable choice 4
of color palettes
Direct Temperature Measurement (DTM)4
SceneSave™ digital image capture 4
- 100 image capacity
Tri-Made sensitivity4
Customizable start-up screen4
Ambient temperature measurement4
Digital double zoom4
On-Screen time and date4

BL503 FLIR K40 Thermal Camera Kit 240x180
BL504 FLIR K50 Thermal Camera Kit 320x240
BL505 Truck Charger

Argus® 4 Thermal Imager
The Argus® 4 is the next generation of highly successful
Argus® Thermal Imaging Camera (TIC) from e2v. It uses an
uncooled high-resolution 320x240 pixel, Amorphous
Silicon (ASI) Mirobolometer Detector. The camera has been
specifically designed to help fire fighters to see through
smoke, identify and rescue casualties and locate hot spots
or the seat and spread of the fire.

BK189           Argus® 4  Thermal Imager
BK190           Truck Battery Charger
BL559           Argus® 4  Rechargeable Battery


